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per-i-he-li-on
Definition:

(Noun) Astronomy,
point a path of a celestial body nearest
(Noun) Spirituality, the point closest to Christ
the

in

to

the

sun

a-lign
Definition:

(Verb) put (things) into correct or appropriate relative positions,
(Verb) give support to (a person, organization, or cause).
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Six days of creation,
of

daylight, eight

aeound the

one

day

of rest. 16 hours

hours of darkness. One year
seasons come and go.

sun, and four

W€ live in

them, neruli 1iie
attention.

a

world of

rhythms.

You

can see

feel them every day if you pay close
keep us in step, and they keep us in
,

']hey
expecuatri@Jit ®:f hat's to come. Rhythms keep us
aligndl with die Holy Trinity through daily spiritual
discip nes, I!\tIlmning parallel with the will and the
.

way of tlie

Fa;1!her, the prayers of the Son, and the

woEk 0hfue

Sy>irit. They keep our breath in tune with

Mis, {OF "itil him we
bdng" (Acts 17:21).

move

and breathe and have

our

We stay in rhythm with
people too, with the
who
make
our
people
up
everyday and will someday
make up our eternity. We stay in step with them, we

study with them, we share vulnerability over bowls
of fruity cereal and frozen
yogurt. We stay aligned.
We humans were created to live in
conjunc
tion with the heavens. We
our lives
the
pattern
by

seasons,

by the very movement of Earth

herself.

This book is full of spontaneity and fun, but it
is also made up of ORD's
rhythms. It's a documenta
tion of

the

sun.

our

It's

alignment,
our
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star

our

chart.

seasons,

our

trip

around

WHO MADE THE GREAT HEAVENLY

LIGHTS,

for His faithful love lasts forever.

THE SUN TO REIGN BY

DAY,

for Hisfaithfullove lasts forever.

THE MOON AND STARS TO REIGN BY

for Hisfaithfullove lastsforeuer.

PSALM

136:7-9

THE VOICE TRANSLATION
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THE

EDITOR

forget the day I submitted the final pages of my high school year
a
long and frustrating senior year, I swore I would never work on a
yearbook again. Flash forward four years later, and here I am finishing up my
third-and final-college yearbook. High school Emma never could have
imag
ined she'd be the editor in chief of a
university publication, and she most certainly
couldn't have imagined she'd enjoy doing it.
Surely God has a brilliant sense of irony. In order for us to thrive, He places
us where we need to be, but sometimes where we need to be is
exactly where we
don't want to go. And as I stared blankly at that yearbook writer
application I
wasn't even sure why I picked up, something inside of me said, "This is where
you're supposed to be."
Isn't it extraordinary that the God who spoke the
galaxies into existence inti
mately knows our needs and desires? Romans 8:27 says, "He who searches our hearts
knows the mind of the Spirit, because the
Spirit intercedes for God's people in accor
dance with the will ofGod."I didn't know it at the time, but I think
maybe picking up
that application was a moment of intercession-a moment of
alignment.
In the same way He aligned the planets in perfect order, God
longs for us to
align ourselves with His perfect will, and he longs for us to seek alignment with
the Church-moving together as one body. At this time in
history when the future
seem uncertain, we need to be in
with
His
may
will, just as the entire
lockstep
of
creation
is
with
the
scope
aligned
Holy Spirit.
As Hillsong Worship puts it, "If the stars were made to worship, so will 1."
And friends, let us strive to live in this way. Let us seek to
worship God even
in the storm, even in the battle, even in the mundane. Let us seek
alignment with
never

I'll

book. After

the Creator of the

.

stars.

Sincerely,

��
Emma Shaw

2017-2018 EIC

t:\
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The freshman

from the floor,
led blindfolded to
field where they had a massive

Anchored,
a

girls

are

o

paint war.
The

girls

as a

of Anchored stand united

floor, prepared to begin their

together.

®

Bailey and Don
through their floor's
initiation by wearing backpacks
backward for a day.

©

first year of ORU

Freshmen Ethan
ald

Keating

go
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rOTHE
Freshmen are welcomed to campus
with fun floor initiation activities
Tradition
from the

deep
faculty in
runs

at

Oral Roberts

their classrooms

University
to chapel

and the honor code. Students live and breathe

legacy,
came

and it

in

as

was

no

different for those who

freshmen in 2017. Thrust

onto

floors

with

people they barely knew, students quickly
found out there was a lot to do to get acclimated.
The

largest

newcomers

tradition

is what has

most

floors have for

simply been called initia

tion-a set of rigorous activities and

configured
ily

to

and teach

welcome them

through

goofY things

the ORU fam

them, if nothing else, what ORU

is about. Freshman and

led

to

new

floormates

were

weird and hilarious activities like

wearing their backpacks

backward and

walking

around campus barefoot.
"I was a little bit nervous, because I didn't
know what

[initiation]

would consist of," Micah
freshmen communication major, said.

Moseley,
"My RA was awesome though, and he brought
in a lot of community building to the floor."
Initiation is

something

many

a

system for
new

Excitement abounded

see

their

Ethan

friends

growth

and

students look forward

to.

new

new

join

students got to
the ORU legacy. For
as

Bailey, freshman marketing major, it took
some time to
figure out.
"We had to do some of the weirdest things
like walking to class backward or spraying

people
while

with

bottles, and it was confusing
doing it," Bailey said. "But after

water

we were

ward, our leadership would bring it together and
make it all make sense."
The

leadership, like senior chaplain Kalen
Dotson,
gain something from initiation.
"It's an opportunity to really get to know my
girls and push their limits," Dotson said. "They
really open up when they get tired and uncom
also

fortable it allows

us to

culture

be vulnerable and grow
in the year."

a

together early
Keating, freshman sports medi
cine major, felt proud of the
community he
built during initiation.
"Carrying pipes and looking dumb together
taught us something important and really built an
identity for our wing," Keating said. "Our RA and
chaplain really explained to us why we were doing
on

Donald

it, and

it all made

Through tiring
ing

events

like

I grew a lot from it."
and sometimes embarrass

sense.

painting toenails

and

wearing

shirts backward, freshmen can grow together
and discover new things about themselves and
each other. Most

place

in the

As
young

official,

men

importantly, they can find their
family.

ORU
and

vetted freshman
women were

munity and ready to
incredible
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take

new season at

on

students,

settled into

what looked

Oral Roberts

these

a com

to

be

an

University.

JUMPED OV

A

The week

leading up
of excitement

flurry

to

solar eclipse creates
excitement on campus
rare

Aug. 21, 2017,

ORU's campus. Ev
forward to one spectacular
on

eryone
looking
which had not occurred for almost
was

years and would not
moon

occur

again

aged

break

could

be

through,
only
eclipse
through special polarized glasses to avoid
seriously damaging the eyes. These special glass
es were in
high demand all over America-ev
wanted
to
eryone
participate in this remarkable
opportunity to stare at the sun.
ORU's students were no exception, and on the
day of this momentous occasion, students from the
science department passed around dozens of these
special glasses so everyone could watch as the sun
went dark in the middle of the
day.
"The atmosphere on campus was very excit
ing," Mikayla Vanderwege, sophomore Spanish
translation and interpreting and writing major,
said. "The school did a great job getting students
pumped, and the event was well-advertised. Ev
viewed

eryone

was at

the Hammer

to see

in amazement

viewers observed

eclipse. During this event, the
in front of the sun as it orbited the

the

the

forty

earth, blocking the sun's light with its shadow.
Because a portion of the sun's rays still man
to

1:49 p.m., the
Onlookers flocked together, all

exactly

for another

total solar

passed

At

sky
slowly enveloped

event

seven: a

saw a

the

gazing

up into

as an enormous

shadow

sun.

At the

eclipse's zenith,

circular, black void

a

encircled

sky,

dence the

sun

by silvery rays, the
had been there at all.

"1 felt like 1
tal and

the

eclipse began.

dominate

only

evi

partook in something monumen

sacred," Georgia Vasiu, junior nursing

jor' said. "The world became less

ma

1 put the

bright
glasses on and was able to zero in on the eclipse."
As the eclipse came to a close and the sun
regained its position as overseer of the day-lit
sky, students felt those few moments seared into
as

their memories.

"1

patio,"

was

outside the Hammer Center

Michael

music education

Reynolds,
major,

freshman

on

the

secondary

said. "1 watched it with

couple of friends of mine for a while. It's defi
nitely an experience everyone should have."
After their powerful dance
through the sky,
a

the

sun

orbits
for

and

moon

to meet

mere

continued

again

minutes,

another

but the

on

their established

day. The

impact

eclipse lasted

it had will last

forever in the hearts and minds of ORD's students.

it."

Story: Hannah Fletcher
Photos: Brittany Willcoxon and Brooklynn Spille
Hernandez
and Brittany Willcoxon
Rebekah
Design:
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Inside the Armand Hammer Center, students
able to view the eclipse live on television.

were

®

The Student Association passed out protective
solar glasses enabling students to see the

eclipse clearly without damaging

the eyes.
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International students and their friends gather
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to

celebrate culture and the

beginning

of the

new

year.
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•

•

In
•

ence
Initiative gives President Wilson
a taste
of student life
For

two

and

half

days, President Dr. William "Billy" Wilson
president as he took to the campus to attend
and
Saga
sleep in the dorms. Throughout these short
a

became ORU's resident

classes,

eat at

few

days, many students were able to engage with their presi
dent. The students who perhaps benefited most from this
experience

were

their arrival

the freshmen-for the first time since

ORU, they were able to meet and talk
face-to-face with President Wilson.
Some of the classes Wilson attended included
Introduction to Social Work, where he was sensitized
the

to

at

unique challenges

well

of impoverished

Media and

families,

Technology Ministry, the
Journey to the Cross.
While living on campus, Wilson discovered
staying awake in a 7:50 a.m. class is a challenge
as

as

in

class that created

when you live in a dorm full of
noisy students who
awake
late
into
the
stay
night.

"We

are so

blessed

to

have

a

president who shows
to our level,
figura

down

leadership by coming
literally," freshman Anders
Wilson had spent a night on his floor.
servant

tively

and

Barton said after

The Resident President event was created for Wilson to
the
chance to truly understand what it is like to be a
get
college
student at ORU, and it also created an
to
opportunity for him to

get

know his students

personal level.
a
"Just spent couple of hours sitting and talking with a couple of

dozen
am so

They

awesome

on a

students

very honored

are

going

to

on

Michael

to serve as

change

president and lead students like these.
amazing ways."

the world in

President William Wilson listens intently to
class lecture alongside students during
Resident President.

© Oral Roberts University

10," Wilson said in a Tweet. "I

a

Imagine walking

down the neon-lit city

street

late

at

night,

your friends around you, sounds of jubilee bouncing off build
ings and echoes of laughter flying up to the stars. You turn

following the faint tones of a saxophone
a
brightly illuminated sign. You smile,
of
anticipating an evening excitement and intrigue, dancing to
the intricate piano patterns and the jumpy bassline.
This is the impression the 2017 homecoming dance
left on students who filled Cain's Ballroom with cheer,joy
and dance moves, whirling and spinning across the dance
down
to

a

a

side street,

brick building with

floor with

exquisite grace.
a
night ofjazz hands and good vibes," Isaac Ze
freshman
laya,
marketing major, said.
It was called The Blue Note. No prior event had pos
"It was

sessed
to

theme of this nature; making a classical dance appeal
young students would be a challenge. However, doubt was
a

assuaged, and a theme some might have assumed to IDe
antiquated connected with the audience quite well.
"I left feeling very content after a great night dancing
with my close friends," Jake Reib, freshman business ad
ministration and communication major, said. "I thought the
soon

The Blue Note homecoming dance
transports students back to the 1920s

theme of the dance was fantastic."

was

Aside from the music, a mac-and -cheese buffet bar
also available. Many moments were captured in a

booth where students could take up silly props,
strike ridiculous poses and commemorate a great night
with their friends and dates.

photo

"I

thought [the photo booth]

was a

super

cute

idea,"

Grace Rivera, freshman biomedical engineering major,
said. "It was super fun to take creative photos. My mom

keeps asking me for copies to share with the family."
It was certainly a night to remember as students gatrh
ered with a joy and excitement that they would be
talking
about for weeks
touches of

on

end. These

modern

elements, combined with

interspersed throughoutr
night, allowed each person to walk out having a wide
range of experiences spanning many decades and creating
more

tastes

the

memories that would span many

© Oral Roberts University

more.

Seniors Emily Bishop and Karl Valcourt are crowned homecoming
queen and king. Every year during homecoming,
students vote for participating members of their graduating class
who they feel are most deserving of the crown.

®

Students dance the
The Royal Dukes.
A member of The

©

jazz performance.

@

ance at

®
®

@
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night

trendy

pop music and live

jazz by

strums the

upright bass during

a

away to

Royal Dukes

Micaela Crandall and Isaiah Ebert take
Cain's Ballroom.

a

moment to

live

enjoy the ambi

The

SA-sponsored event had a unique classical appeal, and the band
played swing music for the students over the course of the evening.
The
with

campus-favorite vocalist Joe Cho entertains
a solo performance on
stage.

his fellow students

Students are welcomed by the illuminated ballroom
dancing sign at
Cain's Ballroom. The enveloping glow of the neon
lights added to
the event's retro theme.

Amalia Heiser, Sarah Gaudet, Lauren
Prentice, Taylor Conlon and Jennah

Hochstedler curl their hair and powder
their noses before going on stage.
Michael Stromer applies makeup before
the performance of "Twelfth Night."
Julia Waite

whips

on mascara, a must

any

for

play.

®
©

© Oral Roberts University

"It

important to me that this produc
period piece," Director Courtneay
Sanders said. "'Our Town' is a play about who

ORU Theatre captivates
audiences with three plays in
the 2017-2018 school year

twilight is falling on student spirits at Oral
University. The lightweight feeling of a
low workload is beginning to
dissipate, and late
of
homework
start
nights
becoming more and
ever more

the gears of the

semester turn

quickly.

Those under such pressure search for

way to be entertained, a convenient
break in the monotony. Just as boredom accu

mulates like

our

and love

creative

Viola,

reveal

a

showcase of versatile skill in

acting

and

directing. Whether plays
view

on

a

that present a classical
traditional theme, or musicals that

stretch the limits of classic theater, all students
look on as their classmates exercise their abili
ties

onstage-an incredible experience for the

actors

and audience alike.

the 2017-

During
theatre performed

2018 school year, ORU
shows, beginning with "Our Town."

three

"Our Town"byThornton Wilder follows the
townspeople of Grover's Corners, New Hamp

shire,
are

in the year 1938. The show's central focus

characters

and

Emily

gazes in wonder

as

the

George;
two

the audience

experience

child

hood romance, marriage and death. In "Our
Town," Wilder explores the concept of eternity

make his audience

the value

placed
Performing
Arts Center having viewed a show invoking a
new outlook on
life-taking nothing for granted
and being grateful for the joys life affords them.
to

on

question

life. ORU students left Howard

from

wild,

protagonist,

undertakings."

a

young
on the

woman

named

shipwrecked
Illyria.
Believing her brother Sebastian to have perished

with

pulled

came

lives," Sanders said. "Grief

is

and the curtains in Howard

to

are

The

with the

back

we

we are

fies how love fills

a raincloud,
posters start going up
around campus about an ORU theatre produc
tion. Tickets are purchased,
anticipation rises
are

now, where

going."
The second play 0 RU theatre performed
was "Twelfth
Night," a Shakespearean work first
in
performed 1602.
"'Twelfth Night' explores the way grief
opens one up to new possibilities and exempli

an

inexpensive

are

--�

and where

Roberts

a

(humanity)

we

A

more common as

was

tion not be

on

coast

of

of the boat's occupants, Viola takes
his identity to find a job to support her. Viola

quickly

rest

becomes involved in

two

members of the

heiress Olivia and
and

a

love

triangle
high upper-class, the
a

Duke named Orsino. Chaos

when Viola's brother Sebas
hilarity
tian appears alive and well.
Finally, in Spring 2018, ORU performed
the musical "She Loves Me," which debuted on
ensue

Broadway

in 1963.

Georg

Nowack and Amalia

Balash, two employees ofMr. Maraczek's Parfum
erie, are unknowingly in love, each writing letters
to an anonymous "Dear Friend."
Meanwhile,
their coworkers experience
everything from

beginnings in relationships, extramarital
differing outlooks on life, all of which
converge to bring the two lovers together.
Theatre production at Oral Roberts Univer
sity goes beyond curing students' boredom. The
underlying essence of ORU Theatre lies within
those involved. Across these three
major produc
tions, everyone involved gained a close bond with
new

affairs and

each

other,

and the director

"Theatre

said, "both

on

© Oral Roberts University

is

and

about

was not

exempt.
Sanders

relationship,"
off the stage."
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®
,0"

�

..

o

The cast of "She Loves Me"
designed bar set.

®

Adriana Cortez and Caleb
"She Loves Me."

©

Elora Dodd as Olivia, and Sarah Gaudet as Feste,
delight the
crowd with hilarious antics in Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Nigh!."

@

Viola and Orsino,

®

In "Twelfth Night," Jonathan Dorris portrays the
self-righteous butler Malvolio.

®
@

Amalia Heiser

@

in

a scene

elaborately

an

Vaughn gracefully dance

in the show,

played by Jennah Hochstedler and

Santiago respectively, share a
their love in "Twelfth Nigh!."

performs

kiss

a scene

The ensemble of "Our Town"

as

Ben
their characters profess

in the 1930's

performs

snobbish and

play, "Our Town."

a scene

of

a

town

meeting.
Hochstedler's character Viola-disguised as a man called
Cesario-befriends Santiago's character Duke Orsino in
"Twelfth Niqht."

© Oral Roberts University

performs

RINGING IN
ENERO IlY
ORU students volunteer at every
Salvation Army kettle in Tulsa
the world sounds like the

Changing
bells

the 27 red kettles locations

at

with ORU

as

the

ringleader.
history when

ORU made

became the first Tulsa

bell-ringers
tions for a day during
headlined the

the

organization

all Salvation

at

the

news on

tinkling

across

of

Tulsa,

university
to

supply

kettle loca

Army
holiday season.

ORU

three television stations.

Donations exceeded $8,300.
"We were approached with the
to

do

anie

opportunity
something new and different," said Steph
Hill, ORU public relations specialist. "It
excellent

opportunity to showcase ORU's
subtle, yet visible way."
giving spirit
Tulsa witnessed ORU's generosity during
the Day of Ringing on November 20th, when

was an

in

students

a

signed up

to

operate

a

donation station.

However, it was ORU students and faculty who
were
privileged to experience the sweet open
of Tulsa residents

handedness

poured into
"It
with

red kettles

across

the

super humbling when
walker, who could barely

was

donations

as

city.
an

elderly

man

himself,
donate,"
Elizabeth Cheatwood, freshman nursing major, said.
Bell-ringing was a new opportunity for 0 RU
volunteers, leading to new perspectives, as students
a

hobbled the

saw

extra

the difference

"It was hard

distance

a

to

move

the kettle

to

two-hour shift could make.

think that I could

actually make
difference just by ringing a bell for two hours,"
Chase Medlinger, freshman communication major,
said. ''After seeing the results, I saw that sometimes
giving your time is all that is really needed."
Volunteers took their positions seriously, as
they were diligent to ensure silence did not fall
to

a

single kettle location.
"My bell was always ringing," Ashton Staf
ford, freshman cinema, television and digital
media major, said. "Since volunteering as a bell
on a

ringer,

I have

have made

seen

other kettle

locations,

and I

point to donate more."
ringers didn't just pioneer organiza
tional volunteering in Tulsa during the Day of
Ringing. Mter all, people at ORU make no little
plans. Instead, ORU joined with the community
a

Bell

to

make

a

berate into

kingdom

contribution that will

rever

eternity.
© Oral Roberts University

o

Caleb Burns and Nathaniel Wadsworth show off their bells
proudly at Reasors, excited after a day of ringing in donations.

®

Staff members Joshua Damon and Caroyln Udall
jump for joy at
Bass Pro Shops in Broken Arrow, celebrating Tulsa's

©

Army as a gift for the Day of Ringing.

generosity.

ORU receives

a

personalized bell from The Salvation

© Oral Roberts University

Students square dance the night away at Hoedown.
At this event, students put on their boots and plaid
and enjoyed lawn games, cotton candy, corn dogs,
lemonade and a lively square dancing instructor.
Junior ministry and leadership major Mason Miles
shows off her free ice cream cone at Ice Cream Social.

®

As part of fall Life Week, students get up close and
with a couple of reindeer. Other Life Week
events included a spa day, a fiesta and carnival day.

©

personal

.
.

o

>=
<U
C

© Oral Roberts University

.

.

...

@

Shalommolvini Siakama, Charmain
Mukurazhizha and Mogau Mathe
enjoy free coffee from SA on National
Coffee

Day.

®

Students douse pancakes in whipped
cream at the annual pancake social, a
favorite tradition during Life Week.

®

the

SA kicks off the fall semester with

FAll EVENTS
....

.

.

© Oral Roberts University

glow-in-the-dark volleyball event,
Nights Summer Lights.

Summer

Benjamin Peterson plays the trumpet with the
during Battle of the Bands.

band

Toast

®

Ethan Roche, lead singer of LYLA, belts out a note at his
band's second year performing at Battle of the Bands.

©

Students learn about the diverse
ORU at Spring Club Rush

organizations

at

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SPRING EVENTS

© Oral Roberts University

@

SA holds a scavenger hunt with clues on Twitter for
students to find free tickets to the "Black Panther"
movie event. ORU Students packed two theaters at

Carmike Cinemas.

®
®
®

© Oral Roberts University

Freshman are welcomed to ORU in the GLC for
colorful night of community building games.

a

The band Toast performs a hit song at Battle of the
Bands. Toast was voted the winner at the end of
the night.

Settlers of Catan is a favorite of ORU students. SA
hosts a night dedicated to this board game in the
Hammer Center.

O'RU students know h@'W to
do .finals week rig:ht
i1Finals

week-si:InJply

the

sta,t@lilil.@lllt

mel(@

c@fl!iUF@s pris� of €liFl(j)tior;)! among many. WhiJ!e
sleep deprivation and massiv:e levels of califeine
®:{f;1iem ©nal'act!eri21e nm:adls week, O�U swdelilts
a

recognize

the value of

pract-ieing

self-care

to

mIDci.m�Z!e

IPeriO>Fmalil:@@ on exa,ms. iDisdFliJne 0€
tll!i.e spil.1·t, mind and body become pad1amount
ouring elMs rime of tlhe year.
']lol1lgfu it is a busy seasen, snaderus l!€:rnse
te

uno@f€stimwt€ the neeessisy of pressing into

®l\ie lADJ1d

ee

"FtilllaJIs
weJffi. ill

just

ffee@ Itlildtr
are

have

sJ.i>i:rit.
stressful, but
to

I'm

hancl'lliilllg tlneIim
e®,nstant�y €lilWUFalge My:se�f

and stay in th€ Word of God," Kevin
junior business major, said.

F�liilaills w(\lek tis

Goocl:maR,

mar3Jtifuoro. f®1.1 tne m�ro.dI,
distraction,
culprtit of effectiv:e
s19i!idy�lOJig, looms aJf@l!l!llld e;v;€� comer; SWcl€fl1iS
become soldiers in a bartle against social media
and

a

the u'lttimat€

lilev:eli-eliilcliJlilJg S1ilrp!l)l�Y

®i GliJFs aNd

IJil(\lmes,

aJ

perhaps

the greatest OifeJOla€f, Netflix. 'Finals
begins with C1i€.altiNg JheaJlthy bouna

week focus
aries

against temptation.
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"Norma!1Iy, I �e to s·rudy im grOl!l!PS, but clur�l'il.g
�l!la!ls week I rnat.@ sl!llie to isolame
�ysdf," EStulil€F

'Wi�

Frye.junior psydil0togy major, said. "In a group, it's
too
easy. to lhe disrna0tedl by lallghdimg} taililti.mg a.®_Gt
funny Yo>uTube videos."
Fifiaili1� stnd€Flt>s pFepatre fOF SU�I!l@SS fuy tendiIilJg
to their
physieal health, Includimg sleep and bails

sesonaees

w€lilk 1m the

diction,

SaJJRe

semte!iil.l!le

b-ut studemtls bave

stM'ldwd

set

�y

may

seem

ru<e

aJ

COID!tra

beg:t!ln to embsace tfle
Steep f\oMda,tiom.

ti,Th,e N3J1iiOfla!li

"[fs

©

to

your

[Pl�1bri1iiom, lWFo,per

with

studenrs, as it mas influenced their
stliUggle is real,

habits enteri�g 1Thma]ls week. The
ID�t OiRIU sfiuitenlrs
if])

heal!tlhy ways.

i<!e'lffl G!!l®(;J'rJ;jam smiles tlil�(i)u!!lh ftlilals wee�
because ef his constant dspeadence I'm the
w'®Fm rot Glild.

@

leep

body l1e�1f.ly
h¥<l&aci.om and sJe�p,"
Ga:bby Hoyos, junior psychology major, said.
'1lil'la!�e :SUF@ ] d:rimik 64 01!lNCeS o>fwatler aJ day dill_.i,mg
finals week and get eight: hours of sleep each
night."
":the wllro�e pel'son edl!Icattlof]) message lituiy
important

tsthler FliYc tlil01:1SeS on @ushing thrauqh her
semo!!ll W(i)FR al®me, giMimg herself �he �ime amm
space shle meelils to suceeed.

GiabJbJ� H®¥os Iilila�es SUIne �® staM �eall!lil¥
dl:lfing finals wee� so she can be Iillil her
A-garo9 �®r tests and presentatiens,
© Oral Roberts University
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Through a variety of holiday
events, ORU brings Christmas
cheer to campus
Winter

0 RU is

at

other. The first

chocolate

consumption

reason to

to a

close, hot

increases and the dis
seems

the weather gets colder.

have

unlike any

time

draws

between the dorms

tance
as

semester

a

However,

enjoy lingering

longer

even

students

outdoors

as

the

Christmas month approaches and as the annual
Christmas lighting ceremony introduces a joy
ous

holiday
Though

season at

the

lighting

place

chocolate

last

said. "At home, you

celebrating and getting into

a

typically

won't

the Christmas

start

spirit

spirit."

same

were

the illuminated
like

a

made, laughter flew through
and a genuine joyfulness lay

trees

blanket of snow

in Christ's

elongated

November,

as

lifetime

began,

celebration.
"I love that Christmas time always comes
early," Aura Lynn Kenyan, junior social work

in

they observed the smiling faces of
their peers. This night marked the beginning of a
time of fellowship and good cheer. Memories to

Christmas

time of

we start

Christmas

evening, students were able
to enjoy a Christmas train ride around the
newly
lit prayer garden, chat merrily around the Christ
mas tree in the Hammer Center and
sip on hot

in Novem

season

but here

means more

The

took

students benefited from this

December,

During the

ORU.

ber, well before the Christmas

major,

until

which

lighting
event at

across

all of 0 RU.

ceremony wasn't

the

only

ORU.The Christmas Concert

Chapel on December 1st featured per
by ORU Dance, Don Ryan, NuVoices
and special guest Andy Chrisman, all
taking place
in a decked-out Christ's
Chapel building.
"I love the environment that time of year,"
Lynn said. "I believe ORU does an excellent job
of cultivating a spirit of thankfulness, reverence
to the King, and
joy."
formances
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�r.a¥lllr Ga�dens are lit witlil thousamas of tir.lY
Chfiistmas liglilts ea61il yeato, usherilil0 in the h0lirJay

season

alilm t�e en@ IDf

a

semesten

®

Ashten StafifIDrQ, I'lliJoen Heikkila, 8rittalilY WillcQJwn
and ©herelle Gemfils filfiQVe veu €an lileveF balle t00
much Christmas Sfilirit at the anaual Cl\ifJistmas �igtilt
ilil!il filai1l!¥ in ��e llilamr1'le� illenter.

©

to add Christmas

@

GlI1lU's stmdel'lt-Ied !ilIDs,Jilel ,,1;10ir NI!l!JliJiees liJelivef a
special filerfofimafil€e at the Cfuristmas CIDI'lCert in
lJlilfisfs Cfuafilel.

®

� s�\Jmer.lt mfiesses I:lfil as $amta ©I'al:ls, allmwimg
studelilts to �gke phot0s wfth him alilm his sleiglil,
at ��e Ohpistfililas �igliitilil!il.

$trumefilt A'SsliJ€iati01'l w.eloIDmes a r.eil'liileer tID ca�p(ljs
spirit tc the Life Week evem at t�e
81'lQ ID] t�e tall semester
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Student Association brings
�@d&ad w�ek

life
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Rebekah Roberts and Kayla James
motion in their performance
of Christina Scheider's piece.

(£)

display a

®

Hannah Bakewell stretches out her
in a motion for Christina's piece.
moment of surrender.

©

Students perform a
Waters called "The

@

Tiffany Minix and Angelle Smith
twine their arms together in unity in
"Charrnane's Piece."

®

arms

piece by Shelby
Gathering Place."

Joy Baumberger and Jessica
Collier perform a motion for
"Shelby Reiser's Piece."

© Oral Roberts University
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GRU's dance program performs
an emotional recital called
"Cultivate
II

Clad in outfits of a myriad of colors, dancers
flooded the Howard Auditorium
stage to perform
a semester's worth of
practice. As

they performed

various

pieces

in the recital known

as

"Cultivate,"

each dance

expressed beauty, communion
worship with our heavenly Father

and

"The heart behind Cultivate this
year had a
a book the dance
program has been

lot to do with

reading in
necting

Seminar called 'Culture Care: Recon
Beauty for Our Common Life' by

with

Makoto
dance

Fujimura," Hannah Blakewell,
performance major, said. "It was

how we

as

artists and dancers

are

able

senior

about

to use our

plant seeds in the world and allow that to
grow into something beautiful that brings hope
and light to the world. That light is Jesus, and we
are
bringing it into every man's world to create
an abundant
garden for His glory."
The recital brought both emotion and
healing to the dancers and attendees. One
piece was particularly impactful on Blakewell,
art to

its

emphasis on communion and
immersed her heart.
as

"I

performed

in

a

piece

forgiveness

called 'Broken

In

Us, Between Us, Broken For Us,' choreo
graphed by our director Christina Schneider,"
Blakewell said. "The piece gave me a new point
of view on communion and what it

Performing
just

in

the

piece
rehearsal,

means to me.

in the dance concert, and

I

able

go through
healing process of forgiveness for others and
myself It was emotional, but it was just what I
needed during that season of my life."
Through the different pieces performed, the
dancers'desire at the end of the day was that their art
would ultimately be worship and adoration to God.
"The passion in the concert is composed of so
many things," Christina Schneider, ORU dance
program director, said. "Perhaps most at the core of
the passion is the heart of our dancers to
worship
in all that they do. I always tell the dancers that
their value does not come from what
happens on
even

was

to

a

the stage, but from their Creator. In this, there
is freedom to take risks, push to new levels and

worship wholeheartedly and with abandon."
The students in the program twirled before the
audience and before their Father during "Cultivate."
Their passion merged their art with their

© Oral Roberts University
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,

"I

was

told I would

go to school. I'm
student that could

never

first-generation college
barely make the grades to pass public school,
and I had learning disabilities. I scored
around a 17 on my first couple ACT tests,
a

but when I took it
scored

a

24. After

third time, I somehow
getting rejected by other
a

schools, ORU was the
me,

God has

He said He

•

was

some, the

story wasn't so

to

accept

always been faithful to do what
was

go

going

to

to

college,

do. He told
and

now

me

I

I'm here

university ever."
Maddie Arkless, freshman ministry and
leadership major
at

For many, their story at ORU began with parents or
siblings who were alumni of the university, but for

going

the best

to

first school

-

common.

© Oral Roberts University

President Wilson invited Victoria Jennings on
the chapel stage to receive the Overcomer of
the Year award. The crowd gave her a
standing ovation.

All she could see was the wall. She couldn't see the wires

connecting
her

across

her

the

to

machines,

or

the tube

stretching

body and down her throat. Beneath the thin

hospital blanket, she could only listen

to

the

persistent

of the heart monitor and stare at the blue,
hand-made poster hanging on the wall with
yellow
letters that read, 'We love you, Tori."
She didn't believe any of it was real. This isn't

beeping

me,

she

thought.

I

must

be

having

a

bad dream.

I'll wake up tomorrow.
But every time she

Maybe
same

wall, the

same

words.
It wasn't until she tried

to

move

It

days

as a

hole and drain fluid from her head.

harsh reminder.

after her 19th

Eventually, they

temporarily sewed her left eye shut.
After

the

surviving

first

night, Jennings
days. She awoke to
find the walls of her room in the ICU
plastered
with pictures, signs and decorations from
girls in
her college dorm and church group.
Jennings stayed
remained in

a

coma

for four

for three weeks. She spent
hospital in Utah until she was

room

three months in the

stable enough to go to a hospital near her
parent's
home in Nevada. She stayed there for two months.

that she

No

matter how hard
dreaming.
she tried, she couldn't move
anything. After weeks
oflying in the intensive care unit, Victoria Jennings
remembered what brought her there; the wall in

front of her served

a

in this decorated

opened her eyes, it was the
poster, those same four yellow

realized she wasn't

tooth from Jennings' lung which had broken off on
impact. They had to shave all her hair so they could cut
a

"Then

Jennings
of

an

such

began the long road of rehabilitation,"
"My body had returned to the state

said.

infant, and I had to relearn basic functions,
eating, feeding myself and even talking

as

things we normally learn as toddlers."
Jennings slowly learned to function again, but
talking became difficult, and she would have to
remain in a wheelchair. She was not
paralyzed, but
due to the damage to her cerebellum, which controls
balance, she would be unable to walk without falling.

birthday. Jennings
girls dream of after high
school. She was finishing her first year of
college
in Utah studying
secondary education to become
a
Even after she could return home to live with
history teacher. She made good grades and was
earning money at work. She had a boyfriend and her parents, Jennings underwent extensive therapy.
made lots of friends at school. She
planned to move She did in-home rehab for a year until she was
into an apartment with some
girls for the summer. ready to move to an independent living center
"I guess you could say life was
seven hours
perfect."
away from home.
Then Jennings hit a wall. A literal brick wall.
"At the time, I was terrified to be there."
Her coworker-her boyfriend's brother-owned
However, throughout the six months she was
a
motorcycle, and she decided to try it out. She there, Jennings learned how to live on her own.
doesn't remember why she chose to sit on that
"When I met my goals, I went back home, and
and
roll
back
the
throttle.
She
a
short time later, I moved into
motorcycle
only
my own apartment."
remembers watching the brick wall get closer and
Mter a year of living on her own,
Jennings
closer before blacking out.
learned her stepfather had taken a
job in Tulsa,
After arriving at the hospital, the doctors
Oklahoma. With no desire to move to Tulsa, but
gave
Jennings a five percent chance of survival. The afraid to live alone without family nearby, she moved
collision immediately sent her into a coma. Her
to Colorado to be close to her extended
family.
brainstem and cerebellum were both damaged. Her
"You can be in a crowded room, but feel lonely,"
cheek was broken in two places, and her
jaw was Jennings reminisced on her time in Colorado.
broken in five.
Even before her accident,
Jennings suffered
The doctors got to work. They spent eight hours
from depression. After the crash, and
especially
was

was

living

the life

most

performing facial reconstruction surgery and removed

after the move, the
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severity worsened.
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The

news

church
aid

broke

in India

brought

to

across
was

national headlines-the

Funding and
poverty throughout

children in

the country was being blocked, hundreds of
thousands of children were no longer receiving

healthcare, low-cost education, job training and
most

importantly,

In

a

number

under attack.

safe-haven church home.

ly

education and

a

Freedom Act of

local church

children ages two-22
over 21 countries.

living

in

to

millions of

abject poverty in

November 6, 2017, began the first week
since 1968 that there would not be a Compas

sion-funded church in India. Over 250,000
children lost their sponsorships, and over 50%
of those children listed

Compassion

as

of medical

Oral Roberts
new

care.

University direct

law. In

survey, 26
child through

ORU students said

Compassion
to

a

they sponsor a
and would have been heartbroken

lose their connection

through

such

a

brutal

government crackdown.

Religious
2017, an order restricting the authority of religious
organizations and allowing high-ranking officials
to sue, arrest or remove churches and nonprofits
suspected of forcing conversions.
The first casualty of this new law was the
country's largest foreign donor-one that had
donated over $1 billion in its 48-year history
with the country-Compassion Internation
al. As of 2017, Compassion was the largest
non-profit Christian charity in the United
States and provided meals, health checkups,
government passed

at

felt the effects of the

November, many states within the Indian
the

one source

Students

their

"My family and I
Ethiopia for over

from
been
and

one

have
a

sponsored

a

girl

year now, and it has

of the greatest experiences to write
with her through her local church,"

connect

freshman

psychology major, said.
"I couldn't imagine losing contact with her and
knowing that her church was closing because of
new laws and Christian
persecution. It definitely
Megan Kent,

doesn't sound like

a

safe situation."

The Missions and Outreach

had

safety
they planned
group of
students into a Compassion camp in India in early
summer 2017.
Keeping close communication
with their local contact, they decided to redirect
their team to Italy instead, bypassing the risk of
working in the tumultuous situation in India.
on

the

mind,

to

as

Persecution has been
and charities like

on

team

send

a

the rise in

India,

International

are
Compassion
A
dark
era seemed to
being pushed away quickly.
be beginning in the Hindu nation, and prayer is
a valuable tool to
keep hope within the country.
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Who are the staff members who
keep the campus workingfor students

everyday?
ian Hatlang is a member of the housekeep

ing

staff and loves

Originally
a
job

chose

working at ORU.
Myanmar, Hatlang
ORU to provide for her

from
at

children. She has worked

on
campus for
11 years and counting and loves interact
ing with students as she makes the dorms
a

fun, welcoming and clean place

to

live. She loves

when students greet her as she works, making
every day more enjoyable and fostering that feeling
of connection with the student

body.
Hatlang's favorite thing about working at
ORU is the chapel services. She loves to walk into
the chapel and hear the student body's voices lifted
in worship. Listening to the students praising God
fills her with joy and makes each day special.
Hatlang is one of many employees here on
campus who work hard to ensure ORU stays a
well-rounded campus for developing well-rounded

students. These

university's
to

special people

foundation and love

the students

they

see

are

part of this

feeling connected
everyday.

and interact with

Housekeeping staff member Lian Hatlang
joy in making the ORU dorms a clean
and welcoming place to live.

finds
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Director of Public Safety and Security Bill
Hunt works in his campus office to ensure the
university remains a safe place for students.

any stude

Un}-versipim�
spe\ld

�ober

llf

lot

view the

ts

heir

tim' g

or

0Eth!

uJuotic dhow effe
u�Mer ths atch:
qui

S

an

curr mt

of

style
e

d

ety
I

array

tickefing

Oral

primar
in lower

cars

fire alarms. It often goes

tHe security team is
of BID Hunt, Director of

e

Sqcurity
.

eac

one

t

ORU Hunt had
him

leading
contributing

to

his

to

his

tau

y

ht

higjh

a

officer,'

ce

po

e

Rapid City,
years

said.

leader; hip in uniqlfe way.
.

was

team at

f exp riences

POSItl' n,
actu

became

urity

tive

e

PuThlic

sea

the guys who

as

school before I

said, reminiscing. "It

contributed

to

security while

a

at

of

sort

our

ORU

governing authority, and that
makes us surrogate parents," Hunt said, his eyes
smiling. "We give a lot of parking tickets because
"We're

we care

a

about the student

body, but we want

to

teach them lessons too."
Hunt moved

on

from the

police

force in

people in it. It's

each of whom he

said. "And I
the

over

20

our

job

to

keep

students safe, and I take my job very seriously."
Hunt handpicked many quality officers
trusts

completely.

"I have children that attend

toward younger folk,
to

spend

to

"Lots of students grow up in a bubble," Hunt
"They don't realize that the real world has

himself,

fatherly approach

South Dakota,

United States marshal.

lots of dangerous

important to care about those who I'm really

working for-the people."
This approach, aimed

as a

treat

the

ORU," Hunt

protection of all students

way I do my own kids."
Hunt hopes the ORU security

same

team

is

body that is personally dedicated to
protecting the school.
"These students are going to do amazing
things, and they can't learn what they must if
they don't have a safe environment."
seen as a
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THE SPRINT TO
The fastest runner in Zambia
shares how he ended up at ORU

Every student at Oral Roberts University is at the beginning of a
Each person is lining up, ready to hurtle down the track God has
laid for them at full speed.
Following the path perfectly takes great
determination, faith and integrity in addition to speed. Emmanuel Mwewa has been victor of many literal races and is
working
hard to triumph in the race of life.
Mwewa, a senior advertising major, had lived in
race.

Zambia all his life, enjoying its beautiful scenery and
living with his family. He has also worked to become the
fastest 200-meter sprinter in his home country, and he
has

a

mountain of achievements

to

Zambia has several national level

organized by high

schools and

show for his efforts.

competitions,

by

both

individuals. In the

400-meter, Mwewa has excelled.
"I held

championship tides in both," Mwewa
said, grinning sheepishly. "I've won a lot of awards, but
I'm

most

proud

medal. It's

more

Mwewa's

of the southern

region

Zambia silver

individual than the 400."
started far before it

appeared
competition. Drawing inspiration from family ties
empowered him to push forward into the challenge.
"I got into running through my school, but my
passion came
from my mom who was a runner, and my uncle, who was a
profes
sional for a long time," Mwewa said.
Mwewa's uncle played a crucial role in his story,
influencing
Mwewa to go to school before becoming a professional athlete.
"My plan right now is to get my bachelor's in advertising and
focus on my running and see where I'm at when I graduate," Mwewa
said. "If! achieve some of my goals, I will
probably try to run profes
I
before
an
sionally
get
advertising job."
The path to ORU was a winding one for Mwewa, but now at
ORU, the athlete feels right at home.
"Here, I have focus," he said. "I'm hungry, and it's a controlled
energy."
In his spiritual life, Mwewa has noticed his ability
increasing as
he develops his relationship with Christ.
success

in

"Here I
I lost

"It's

a

run

faster than I

ever

full second in the 400," he

have before. As

said, grinning

soon as

and

I

came

here,

shaking his head.

crazy."
As he continues

maintain the

passion

home he's found

"If someone

at

to

develop

his

running ability,

in his heart while

being

Mwewa

content in

the second

ORU.

were to hold a
gun to this place, I would
Mwewa
"I
said.
wouldn't be where I'm at
front,"
jump
were
else."
anywhere

in

can

definitely
today if I
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TO THE UTTERMOST

BOUNDS OF THE
What is ORU's role in the
space

new

have

a

advanced

more

interplanetary

relations

system within each planet," Adriaansz said. "I
cannot wait to see how people on the earth have

age?

With the ultimate

be

united

goal of enabling human life on
Mars, SpaceX
developing the technol
ogy necessary for a multi-planetary civilization.
With the successful launch of their Falcon Heavy
rocket, interplanetary human travel and coloniza

to

tion of other worlds

"The needs of the colonists would be very
specific to their mental state due to change in

seems more

fiction. With ORU's mandate

to

science and less

send its students

into every man's

world, this prospect is an exciting
development. Several ORU staff, faculty and
students have considered the impact this could

have

on

the future of ORU and the world.

Dr.

engineering,

is

grads

in this

new

space

at

SpaceX,

and I think there

are

one

other

going for internships and employment,"
Halsmer said. "If we really want to get to Mars,
there will be more opportunities for engineers."
Dr. Andrew

chair of the

According
Lang,
department, not all these opportu
nities will be in big companies and organizations
like SpaceX and NASA.
"The biggest opportunities are with start-ups,"
Lang said. "Students will need to be trained with
core
knowledge and then be flexible and [have] the
ability to teach and think for themselves."
to

mathematics

Dr. Halsmer is excited about the prospect of
terraforming-changing the make-up of other

planets and moons so they are habitable for humans.
"It would be really interesting to see how far
we could
go with subduing the solar system and
so

that it becomes earth-like?"

Students themselves

possibilities ahead,

tional business

major

are

such

junior

interna

Fita Adriaansz. She believes

interplanetary travel will allow students to be more
creative in seeking out new business opportunities.
"They will have an opportunity to bring
God's Kingdom through business enterprises that
going to impact a lot of lives," she
The
limited

to

changes humanity
just

said.

will face

are

cance

interplanetary

of our

insignifi
planet Earth," Holt said. "This is not

in

the way we meet the inner needs of
developing nations."

While there would be

differences

some

between local Earth missions and missions

planets,
bring the gospel

to

on

Holt believes God would work

colonists with the
any other

new

Before

message

to

the

power and
mission field.
same

these

possibilities

planetary
emphasis as

can

become

realities, serious obstacles must be overcome. Dr.
Lang points to cost as the primary obstacle, but
also says this is where ORU's STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)
majors can have an impact by discovering new,
innovative ways to monetize space travel.
Safety is another issue which may prevent

travel, as well as international relations and
negotiations.
"How many companies or countries are going
to be able to make it? And when
they do, who
owns what?" Daniel Leander, an ORU
student,
said. "Is [the planet or moon] the company's
mass

property if they make it there first?"
How these issues

are

settled will have

the

a

lives of all

impact
daily
humans, regardless of where they live.
on

Obstacles like these may be a barrier
preventing humans from colonizing other planets

anytime
the

soon, but

moment

further than

as

when

humanity progresses toward
the space frontier expands

before, there will be opportuni
alumni, students and faculty to help
course of this
journey to the stars. Each
ever

ties for ORU

step further into the great unknown is
chance for the

civilization will

of the

uncommon to

shape the
not

economics.

"I think the

impact

missions, looks

ORU missionaries could

colonists' lives.

tremendous

also excited about
as

concentration in

a

the

environment and realization

just the earth,"Halsmer said. "Could we subdue

another planet

are

on

to

other

race.

students

the

have

people

Halsmer, professor of
optimistic about the opportuni

"[ORU Engineering] already [has]

not

forward

planet."

as a

Holt, junior ministry and leadership

with

major

Dominic

ties for ORU

alumni

more

Clare

has been

to

the
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Kingdom

uttermost

of God

to

one more

expand, even

bounds of the worlds.

SpaceX launched a test flight of Falcon
Heavy in February 2018, a rocket capable
of delivering the largest payload of any
other active rocket.
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The

slogan for Emily Bishop's student body
presidential campaign echoed a promise for
and wholesome collabora

unity, improvement
tion. When

Bishop

decided

motivated because of
the

students,

came

a

to run,

lack of

she

was

slogan, "Better Together."

"[I] wanted everyone to see that every
group had something incredible to offer,
just the group that an individual looked
most like,"
Bishop said.
With that, a promising
campaign
took off. During her campaign, there were
forums, posters and an overall excitement
concerning the opponents, but a realization

not

the

dawned
to

on

her

becoming
"I

a

could

compromise

integrity,"

she took the step

as soon as

candidate.
not,
my

ladder that

a

Bishop adjusted

message must funnel up."
to this reality
quickly and

could

muster

of action she

plan

up.

"We hear the students and
administration

working with
tangible; it just

are

make requests

to

doesn't

always happen overnight," she said. "I
would say the most challenging aspect was feeling
like I let myself, my staff and the student body
down because I
I

goals

able

not

was

to

achieve these

confident I would

accomplish."
reality
body president
role was more than just a short wake-up call
it meant an adjustment to all the plans she had
originally made, developing patience as well as a
was

The

sense

of the student

of security.

But

no

matter

what,

character, morality

or

she said.

With this realization

things took a sharp turn when she
accepted
opportunity to work for Oklahoma
Senator James Lankford.
"Right before spring break, I actually
resigned as student body president, withdrew
an

hanging over
promise to honor
the Lord through her position. After
winning the election, Bishop took it

my two-weeks to my internship and moved
I accepted a position on Capitol Hill."

upon herself to get down to work. The
environment in the Student Association

summer on

her

head,

she made

a

office

played a major part in her success.
"Every time I walked into my office,

from the staff would greet me,
ask how my day was, ask if they could
someone

assist
in

a

moved forward with the best

unity among

which frustrated her. She then

up with the

there is

on

me

in any way and

me," Bishop

had

genuinely

check

said. "I don't think

we

each other.

struggle motivating
Everyone was in this together."
However, the job did not come without
its challenges.
"I walked into August of 2017, in the first
of
days my term, excited, passionate and ready to
take on the year and its challenges," Bishop said.
"The role of student body president is to represent,
ever

a

behalf of the students, not
the students, [and] with most things,

hear and advocate

necessarily to

on

from the

The

seven

hours I

decision

Capitol

back, but did

not

was

came

enrolled in, turned in

after

spending

Hill. She felt

realize it would be

"There have been

so

a

call

to

her
go

so soon.

many divine

appoint

ments, connections and encounters where I
able

out.

am

tangibly see the Lord's hand over this
process," Bishop said.
After starting her new job in April, Bishop
left a little advice for the next student
body
president, Titus Schmitt.
to

whole

"There is

lot of attention, heat and traction
that comes with the role, and I would
highlyencour
a

age him to deeply and truly find who he is in the
Lord and to boldly and confidently walk in that,"

she said.

"Things often don't go as planned, and the
body president must be able to go back to
the drawing board humbly, and not
disappointed."
student

Story: Lydia Echols
Henry Ninde
Design: Christina Cavazos
Photo:
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Cori Ford, junior communication major, teaches
members of the rock climbing club how to tie
their ropes to their harnesses during a club trip
to Climb Tulsa, a local rock climbing club.
Jared Jones, senior health exercise science
major, calculates his next move while

attempting to conquer

his

climbing

route.

Tabitha Golden and Anna Mueller strike
a yoga pose to prepare their body and
mind to scale the wall.

Rucely Diaz looks over her possible
options for footholds during a club outing.

®
©
@
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•

•

and mental

New Rock

Climbing Club
teaches focus and trust

You have
reliable

Since its very first years, ORU has emphasized
the importance of physical fitness and education
and how those

things

go hand in hand with the
Becoming fit can be

challenges that require a team effort.
that the person belaying you is

to trust

as

well

help you while you
problem on the wall."

team-building exercise, creating bonds
as each
challenge is overcome together. These
golden principles were exemplified in the newly
created Rock Climbing Club.

honor code

Founders Cori Ford, junior communication
major, and Richard Ernst,junior mechanical engi

its members

had been rock

climbing together
for almost two years before creating the club. They
had already been unofficially organizing groups
of ORU students to climb together at the local
indoor gym, Climb Tulsa, so forming an offi
cial club was just the next step. Ford and Ernst
attracted approximately 40 members by 2017, and
they were building a community of trust and spiri
neering major,

development within the group.
"Rock climbing allows us to keep an
outwardly focused mindset through encourage
tual

ment

of others and

Ford said. "It is
believers

can

an

awareness
avenue

grow stronger

of

teamwork,"

through which
through physical

can

trying

to

encourage
solve the

climbing requires intense trust and
must work
together to conquer
each obstacle they face, ensuring the success and
safety of everyone involved. ORU's values run
at the core of the club, a classic
example of the

focus. Members

great

are

Rock

Christian's walk with God.
a

who

as someone

and

at

work.

"APEX Rock
to

Climbing Club encourages
physically disciplined, spiri
socially adept," Ford said. "It is
be

tually alive and
physically taxing
teamwork,

as

as a

well

as

sport, and its demand for

reliance

on

other

believers,

translates into the members' social and

spiritual
provide
plat
form for an indoor rock climbing community at
ORU that challenges its members to strive for
physical, mental and spiritual excellence through
conquering unique challenges."
Rock Climbing Club had a strong start, and
it was not slowing down
anytime soon. Ford and
Ernst are excited for the future of the club, hoping
to continue to build
relationships with firm foun
dations and to keep climbing rocks.
lives.

[The club's]
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vision is

to

the

Campus club provides a safe
environment for students to
talk about sexual assault
ORU

provides

safe a1ll.d

a

where students

env1:FOJ1l
what
they're
purslle
in a rich mioc1RWe of

supportise

ask questions

or

share their

"� think the

most

own

experiences.

important aspect about

this dlib is that tit is

a

safe

enviscnment,"

Srt€phen Jones, junior medical raclecular biology
majoF and vice-president of the SAAVE dub,
said. "We

passionase about, resulting
dubs concerning a variety of interests and causes.

are not a
supl?ort group for assault
but
for
viCtiMS,
anyone who hats questioas or
C0BC€ms. [Andrea] and r aaswer them to the

The Sexual Assault Awareness and Violence

best of

our

and that

as

mem

Educaeioa

(SAAVE)

cam

dub is

founded

by Andrea Pisors,
cihemis'try magor, designed
about the rea11ty of sexual

organi.za1!ioR
junior biomedical

a new
a

110

bring

awareness

assault and support
rthose who have suffered because of it.

"Our mission is

to

pr-ovide a safe space for
an
atmesphere where

sexual assault Sl!1MVOrS ana
we can

discuss tne

Plsors said. leTo

topics not too often beard 0'[,"

prevtde

'those who have had

any fo,rm of sexual assault

comfort in

lrnowing

happen

that there is

them. the

to

no

joy

of life

robbed from them because of thie, Te ereaee an
open armosphere that gives anyone the freedom.
to

present any topics

sexual assault

Although

or

01'

qnestions regarding

educatiea in this area."

still

a recent

additioa to 1!he culeure

campus, the SAAVE dub is already making an
impact, Because of the club's mission and atmo
on

sphere,

students

are

welcome

to oerne

forward,

jlldgrnent free amdl
understanding atmosphere."
Toget'l':i:eli, dub ntl€mibers work to bratng
awaF€>ness and to
help tihose in need not only at
but
aliso
OR'U,
tMougb@l;lll Tulsa.
"'The SAAVE club at ORB [lij_as lrntpacted
'Tu[sa, specifically 1n refeFel'lCe 110 the Body
of Christ," Taylor Milller, jrmior biology and
psycho1@gy major, said. "We've shown that sexual
assaulit and violence education is V'itll!lly important,
abHhies in

a

Christ followees, we are to 'be on the
front lines of this educating process. Eclucating

individuals

on

discuss related

these issues and

allowing people to

topics girves
unique opportu
rut}' to speak life and tnlfu into such matters."
us a

The SAAVE club welcomes everyone and
encourages them to get involved, spread aware
and engage in discllssiot'lJ about sexual assault
combat this lolnfortu:nate realiity in the hope of
Jna:king a change fOli me edificadon of society.

ness

to
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The SAAVE club holds regular meetings
throughout the year so as many students
attend as possible.

can

The club

®

provides a safe environment where
questions can be asked and answered. as well
as experiences shared.

©

too-anyone who has been affected by sexual
assault, or just wants to help raise awareness.

Faculty

and staff attend the club

is welcome.

© Oral Roberts University

meetings

Students in the Alpha Psi Omega
drama society make a positive
impact on and off stage
The student

body is often blessed to witness
productions on the Howard Audito
stage. They are privileged to watch, glued

"We

these tools

use

incredible

nity through outreach,

rium

theatre masterclasses in

to

their

along

on

fellow students sweep them
fantastical journey. However, when

seats
a

as

the curtain is drawn and the stage is dark, those
performance students have a very successful

community supporting

them.

Alpha Psi Omega, also known as the drama
is a nationally recognized dramatic society
It holds its members to a very high standard of
performance skill, encouraging the truly passionate
to pursue this esteemed
organization as a bench
mark in their ability development and contributing
greatly to the quality of productions that grace the
over

the

course

The 2017-2018 APO

Hochstedler,

of each year.

president was Jennah

senior musical theater

major. The

and perseverant nature indicative
of APO students has brought all eight members

Not

heights of
opportunities to
God-given ability. However, the

achievement and

showcase their

effect APO has had

chapter

to

new

numerous

the students goes

beyond
their
developing
on-stage performance. Each
member is actively involved in reaching out
beyond the ORU walls, stepping off a platform
to a
place of humility and service.
on

it

nity,

our commu

whether that be

high
help

giving

schools around the
at

soup

kitchens,"

only does APO help the Tulsa commu
builds long-lasting relationships on

as

well.

"Theatre
be

people

are

the

most

fun

people

to

around," Hochstedler said. "We plan theatre

related

for

our

an

amazing

department every semester
including an annual retreat and banquet."
Through events like these, organization
members grow not only in their ability and
passion, but also as people. APO has great influ
ence over its
participants-each member walks
out
for
the better in more ways than
changed
events

one.

"APO is

hardworking

of the 2017 APO

to

better

Hochstedler said.

campus

club,

stage in Howard

volunteering

area or

to

it is

not

family,

only

to

a

way
but it is also

community

in

Whether

club

to

join,

be involved in

because

our

theatre

a
way to help benefit
Tulsa," Hochstedler said.

performing

and

the

honing their
spirit, developing deep
rooted relationships or positively impacting the
world around them, members of APO are always
growing, ever changing and constantly working
toward a destiny greater than their
imagination.
passions into tools
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Sarah Gaudet and Jennah Hochstedler take a bow
after a successful performance of "Twelfth Night."

®

The cast of "Twelfth Night" gathers together as they
hype each other up for opening night backstage.

©

@
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The "Twelfth

Night"

cast comes

together to

pray

before their curtain call.
The cast of "She Loves Me"
the show.

performs

a scene

during

© Oral Roberts University

club seeks to bring awareness
to the reality of abortion

Campus

Living

ORU

an

lifestyle equips

and enables students

to

stand

up for what they believe in by sometimes engaging in contro
versial issues. The Students for Life club is founded on the

that all

principle

and worth

life, including unborn life,

sacred, valuable

is

for.

fighting
president, Kayla Williams, sophomore

The club's

tography major, encourages discussion
affected by the abortion issue.
''You

talk about this issue in

cinema

and education of those

way that is

respectful to both
sides and just brings up the facts, and that says, this is why I believe
this," Williams said. "On this campus and in churches, this is why
we need to talk about it, because there are
people that are dealing
with shame. It's hard to come out with something like that."
The Students for Life club offers a supportive environment
for anyone who has been affected by abortion, or just wishes to
can

a

about the issue, to come forward and receive
agement. They hold regular question and answer sessions

know

more

awareness

about the

encour

to

bring

reality of abortion.

"I

just have not seen a lot of statistics that advocate in abor
tion's favor," Williams said. "Most of the statistics you will see
that

are a

some

little bit

more

realistic

kind of sickness, either

woman

later, or it'll have her

Club members

are

are

statistics that this could

emotionally
cut

off from

committed

to

cause

physically, within the
friendships."
standing together and

or

working toward productive discussion about the issue, determined
to speak up for the unborn who cannot.
"Our club
have

meets

about

once a

month

conversations with

to

teach about how

the opposing
people
Samantha
Burks,
give
political updates,"
and
said.
"We
also
set up
leadership major,
sophomore ministry
some volunteer
opportunities with Mend, a pregnancy resource
center. Mend provides practical help for women
struggling with
and
we do our best to serve and
unplanned pregnancies,
help
to

side,

respectful

pray and

on

relevant

them in any way we can."
The Students for Life club is committed

toward

a

future where all human

valued and

change,

Students for Life Club members and faculty sponsors
meet once a month to have respectful conversations
about abortion and encourage those affected by it.

and

progressing
life, especially unborn life, is
to

protected. Together, they stand for awareness
hope their efforts will bring about that future.
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and

The ORU Rugby team, plastered with mud,
huddles mid-game to discuss strategy.
Matt Smith prepares to kick the ball

during

a

Jay Wells fights

muddy ORU Rugby game.

his way through the field
with determination to win the game.

o
®
©
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Students attend the new Sustainability and
Stewardship Club, eager to learn how to
become more environmentally conscious.
Guest speaker Nathan Pickard is a permacul
expert, founder of Restoration Collective
and works in north Tulsa to help give people
access to fresh food.
ture

© Oral Roberts University

New campus club challenges
students to live more

All great ideas come from a simple seed of inspira
tion, and this seed can come from anywhere. ORU

provides

rich soil in which ideas

can

sprout and
This is the

grow into a powerful force for change.
case for the Students for
Sustainability and Steward

(S3). Co-founders Anna Mueller, sopho
global environmental sustainability major, and

Club

ship

more

Adelmann, junior international community
development and ministry and leadership major,
were
inspired to start the club after taking Dr. John
Korstad's class, science and global sustainability.

able," Adelmann said. "[It] ignited

my imagina
tion about how many possibilities there are to
grow in this area. What excites me most about

sustainable is that often it is

economically
seeing how much money we
can save
simply by being more efficient, utilizing
resources better and making small changes in
being

beneficial. I love

our

habits

to

reduce waste."

officially started in fall 2017 and began to
gain serious traction during the following semester.
Club meetings were geared toward raising aware
S3

ness

of ways ORU students

can

be environmen-

companies

more

speakers coming
explain how they

sustainable.

"You could say that since [the] beginning
of the club, a buzz has been created on campus,"

Mueller said. "We have

helped spread awareness
body about sustain
ability. We are also making ORU a more healthy
and educate the student

and sustainable campus which is better for the
living here, because it makes living at

students

ORU healthier for them."

Elise

"Dr. Korstad's class just expanded my under
standing of the importance of being sustain

many guest

in from local Tulsa businesses to

made their

sustainable lives

a

tally conscious, with

In addition

to

making

ORU

more

environ

S3 also allows members

to
mentally sustainable,
practice good stewardship as children ofGod.1he

club

was even

healing

able

team to

with the

to

work with the Zimbabwe

design a keyhole garden

team on

their mission

"I think that S3

bring

trip.

helps people

to see more

the value of the creation that God has

Simeon

to

of

given us,"

Spiess, freshman engineering major, said.
"It helps us to worship Him not only in seeing
His creation, but also by serving and
protecting
His creation, which is an act of worship."
What began as a simple seed of inspiration
became a powerful force for change on campus. S3
is transforming ORU to be more
environmentally
conscious and bringing students together to make
the world a better place to live for this
generation,
and for

generations to come.
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A sign on the finished mural reinforces
the values and character traits upheld by

Hamilton

Elementary School.

0

Natalie Guttman, studio art major and one of
the ORU Artists Directors, carefully fills in one
of the Tulsa skyline buildings.

®

Creative volunteers spend a Saturday
piecing together a mural symbolizing the
path of growth for an elementary

C
©

school student.
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CREATIVE
ORU Artists paints a muralfor
a local
elementary school
The art club

on
campus, 0 RU Artists, took their creativity and spread it to the Tulsa commu
The
heart
of
the club is centered on establishing an
nity.
encouraging and connective space

for artists of any major. From the beginning, a desire of theirs was to paint a mural.
The 2017 fall semester saw that desire come to fruition when ORU Artists received.
the opportunity to paint a mural for Hamilton Elementary School. Club members

together excitedly to work with Hamilton's administrators
that would impact and inspire the school's student body.
came

The mural's theme is

a

student's journey from childhood

mailbox

to

and

design

a

mural

adulthood. The journey

representing home, then follows path leading through woods and
a corner, the mural then reveals a
signpost depicting
for
The journey ends at a city, representing the
Hamilton's
students.
encouragement

begins

at a

a

fields of flowers. Wrapping around
arrival

at

adulthood.

"The Lord

major
project

really

blessed

and ORU Artists

and gave us grace," Camille Suter, junior studio art
president, said. "Because although some of us leading the
us

had

painted murals before, none of us had ever painted a mural as large as we
did that day, and none of us had led a team of people in creating a mural. Overall, the
execution was skillful but also playful and bright, perfect for an elementary school."
Almost two dozen volunteers pitched in to complete the mural, devoting hours of
their time

but

to

bless young students. Some had

not

been

a

part of ORU Artists before,

glad help regardless.
"My favorite thing about this experience was all the incredible people who came
to help us," Natalie Guttman, junior studio art major, said. ''A lot of non-art students
come to our events, and it is exactly what we have been wanting for this club. We want
to establish a creative environment where people from all majors can come and have fun
and be creative with us. It was so fun to see everyone painting and having a good time.
Experiences like this are one of a kind, and we are very blessed to have been a part of it."
ORU Artists looks forward to the future and the possibility of additional projects
like this one. They continue to support everyone's right to be creative and welcome
were

to

anyone who wishes

to

join

the club.
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Student volunteers, many of whom
had just met that day, celebrate after
a long day of painting.

®

ORU Artists Vice President Brittany
Willcoxon sketches the Hamilton
Husky in chalk before painting.

..............
".

Freshman convergence

journalism major Albert Graham speaks

© Oral Roberts University

on

his KORU radio show. "The Ben and AI Show,"
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Multimedia Institute students take
trips to get a behind-the-scenes
look at the media business
Students

for the

perfect light

themselves in the world of media and
in occasional
trips.
One

notice

may

uniforms, moving
cameras

traditional class schedule for its students. This
arrangement allows CTD majors to immerse
a

them, clad in black
behind the scenes, angling

perfect shot, designing the
chapel worship. They are

show for

such

trip,

which

glimpse

ORU program

"The purpose of the
Edwards, junior CTD

commitment,
takes

the

place

of

during

spring semester, took the students to Los
Angeles, California and Las Vegas, Nevada,
where they got an exclusive
into a future
in the media business.

40-hour per week

occurred

the

the Multimedia Institute

(MMI) team. This
is exclusively for Cinema, Television and Digital Media (CTD)
juniors. The MMI, a

participate

trip is two-fold," Alyssa
major, said. "The first
oriented; we made connec

purpose is career
tions with several leaders in the

industry who
currently working in Hollywood, and they
shared their experiences of how
they got in
are

and worked their way
up. The second purpose
is more missions
oriented; our class prayed for
each person we met with, and we
discretely did
prayer walks up and down Hollywood boulevard
and through a few of the
studios in town."

major

In Los

Angeles, CTD students visited Holly
wood and met
professionals within the media field,
who offered insight into what
they should expect
after graduation. Students also watched behind
the-scenes during the
filming of a television
series pilot. In Las
Vegas, the students attended
the National Association of Broadcasters
Expo
While in Los

o

Angeles. CTa students have a
rigorous agenda consisting of panels from
professionals. workshops. visits to studios.
prayer walks and two worship services.

®

Kayla Roettgers focuses the camera during
chapel service. responsible for close ups
of guitars. keyboards. vocals and audience
during worship as well as guests when they
a

are

©

© Oral Roberts University

introduced.

After

a busy week. cm students unwind on
Malibu beach before heading to Santa Monica
Beach pier for more meetings with ORU
alumni working in LA.

© Oral Roberts University

ORIGINAL, OUTSTANDING,

ORU newspaper staffworks long
hours to put the publication into

students' hands
Once

a

week, when the night lights around
aglow, late-night saga pizza is being

are

campus
served and

finished,

burning

last-minute homework is

being

very important group of people are
the midnight oil. They work efficiently
a

behind their

glass doors, typing ceaselessly until

the latest edition of The Oracle newspaper is
ready to be released to the student body. The

Oracle ties

creating
ment-a

a

together
beautiful

piece

of

every

collage
art

of campus life,
of college involve

piece

made

possible only by

production night.
The Oracle staff works hard all week, and
their efforts culminate on production night. All

fit

into the paper.

seamlessly

elements form

and

Together, all the
special insight into

unique
happenings on ORU's campus.
A high work ethic is a necessity for Oracle
employment, and Raegan Dougharty, senior
convergence journalism major and 2017-2018
Oracle Editor-in-Chief, personally benefited
greatly from production night.
"I gained some amazing relationships with
the people I worked with," Dougharty said. "I also
learned how to appreciate each person's unique
talents and personalities, which will be a blessing
to me no matter what
job position I take."
The Oracle is an integral part of campus life.
Students delight in seeing a feature of themselves
a

the

or

their friends in

informed

on

an

what's

excellent resource for

happening

staying

around campus.
at students from

Its colorful front page gleams
photos snapped of ongoing events, future the stand, enticing everyone to leaf through its
story topics pondered and interviews conducted
many stories. Such a news source, however, does
are
brought together. On production night, not appear in the hands of ORU students magi
designers sit staring intently at their screens, cally-the intensity and passion of a long produc
writers paint artistic images with words and
tion night goes into each issue, and its release is a
to
labor oflove for each member of the Oracle staff.
photographers edit and alter their
photos
© Oral Roberts University
the

Oracle staff members spend long hours
in front of the computers in the student
publications office.
Emma Giddens, editorial editor for the
Oracle, examines an article to check for

edits before it goes to
Production Editor
hands out

print.

(£)
®

Alejandro Contreras
copies of the Oracle
after chapel.

©

Oracle Editor-in-Chief Raegan Dougharty
plans the publication pages on the
layout board.

@
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Alumni Association connects
with both graduates and
current students
Whether

speaking life into students'lives on following
God,
sharing their hearts in guest lectures, the

they

the voice of

are

or

44,000 alumni and
of their

associative alumni of ORU take much time

with students on campus. As a new
for
the
2017-18 school year, these ORU
year
alumni voiced their desires to not only serve their alma

out

days
approached

to connect

mater, but the present students as well.
"We really believe God is doing

something
special for this generation that the world also very
uniquely needs," Laura Bishop, vice president of
development and alumni relations and ORU
alumna, said. "To see how that is all lining up
in this school year to impact the world in a way
that He knew before the beginning of time was
needed today-and He's chosen [ORU alumni]
to carry out the vision
today-is really neat to see."
To better connect with students, the asso
ciation hosted events and partnered with Student
Association to provide moments where students
could connect with alumni through hosted lunches
and homecoming activities. This also included assisting
students through networking and connecting with their
everyday tasks involved in living out the ORU vision. Because
the dream of changing the world can be daunting at times, these
past graduates also walk alongside students to help them navigate
what this vison statement means in light of their
major and their
and
talents.
God-given gifts
Along with networking and connecting with students, alumni
also spent time mentoring students by not only tutoring them
through
their different classes, but by guiding them toward the next
steps to
take in both pursuing their careers and in stepping into life after 0 RU.
"We believe sending [students] out fully
equipped as whole
to
live
the
out
vision
of
ORU is changing the world,"
people
go
Bishop said. "It's really neat to see [students] come in as freshmen
and grow, and then go out and connect with different alumni and
tackle problems for God's glory."

President Wilson speaks to ORU alumni and their
children who attend ORU at the Legacy Lunch in the
Global Learning Center.

© Oral Roberts University
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v

l

Physical and emotional healing
takes place at Fall Revival 2017
Kassia Fisher had

students and
Priorities

a

a

time when the

life of chronic

a

pain

Holy Spirit to

resigned
brought
outpouring of the

until Fall Revival

the Planetshakers and

a

fresh

ORU.

For

so.

Fisher, Align

meant

her back

was

someone

came

to

with

in

The Melbourne, Australia-based Planet
ministry blessed the ORU commu
nity. Christ's Chapel bounced and buzzed with

shakers

excitement

•

•

•

•

as

the Planetshakers'

Hell-shaking praise

"It was
a

revival expectant, the

•

worship

•

•

•

youth pastor Andy

amazing to listen to

how God moved

each story about

in someone's life

differently
during the same message at revival," Arianna
Seigel, freshman psychology major, said.
Align 2017 created space in the midst of a
busy season. This pause led to the rejuvenation of
students and faculty and fresh
perspective that
would carry through the remaining semester.

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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•

team

the Lord. Senior

to

•

•

to

Harrison delivered messages that
challenged,
convicted and ultimately changed students.

Holy Spirit showed up in a big way. In addition to
physical healing, He aligned the hearts of ORU

•

surrendered

healed

coccyx injury was being healed," Fisher said. "I
have watched others be healed before, but I had
never considered that it could be me."
As students

were

pastor Russell Evans and

Holy Spirit literally aligned the bones
spine during Thursday night's revival session.
"Pastor Evans said that

lives

rightly

when the

her

altered,

healing occurred for many.
Fall Revival marked eternity as several ORU
students received Jesus for the first time.

led

The theme ofFall Revival was Align, and

were

Christ and emotional

backache. In fact, she could
dull, aching pain from
an incurable
disc
was not
bulging
tormenting
her. The freshman nursing
was
to
major
recall

not

faculty with His purposes and plans.

•

•

A Fall Revival service features a panel interview
with Senior Pastor of Planetshakers & Lead Vocalist
Sam Evans, lead vocalist Joth Hunt, bass guitarist
Josh Ham and drummer Andy Harrison.

®

ORU students respond to worship during Fall Re
a time carved out of the semester to re-align
with God's calling for the university.

©

The Planetshakers lead worship as God works
through the lives of the students.

vival,

© Oral Roberts University

Story: Paige Ybarra
Photos: Provided by Host
Design: Christina Cavazos
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(£)

ORU students come together to intercede for
the nations. Visitors' admissions fees went to

raising

money to support ORU Missions teams.

®

Sean Feucht leads worship during
Nations night in Christ Chapel.

©

prayer and

a

For the

Kalley Heiligenthal co-leads the night
worship with Feucht.

© Oral Roberts University

of

day symbolizes

Flag

cases

sented

2018,

and show

all the countries repre
by ORU's students. In
over

100 countries

were

featured, including El Salvador,

Hong Kong and South Mrica. Many
flags were carried by students from
their respective countries. One by one,
the countries were recognized by a
cheering student body.

v

he

College Weekend group
joined the ORU general
population for a Friday
chapel service. Their usual
were
amusing
slogans
featured on posters along with a huge
cutout of President Wilson's
smiling
face. Stirring up the hype, college
weekend directors led the

students in
On this

shades made their debut.

president of
Kamps, changed

White,

oe

Kanukuk

lives when he

He

not

came

to

ORU.

only built a cross on the

stage, but he also had students
nail to it whatever was holding them

captive, allowing students to see the
they were offering up to Jesus,

fears

because He

paid it all.

>

© Oral Roberts University

prospective

campus-therned chants.
day, the new chapel window

>
oy Werner sings Hillsong Unit
ed's hit song "So Will I"

during

a

chapel

service. Her

strong voice

resonated within the hearts and
souls of the students as a
capti

vating lyric video served as a background.

Chapel shades on the window created a
shadowy atmosphere during worship.

>
early spring

semester, President

Wilson delivered

In

on

a

sermon

series

Generation Z, and students
together to give him a Gen Z

came

makeover at Urban Outfitters. Later

on

Valentine's

Wilson chose

Day, as an act of kindness,
to

give

away what had

become his iconic multi-colored jacket.
Leah

Rosey

was

the

lucky

the jacket which she gave
Mark Miles, on stage.

to

winner of

her

fiance,

unng the spring 2018
student
Preach-a-Thon,

Kathryn

Meyer,

Elliot

Ford, Deborah Muanan
kese, Colin Crook, and
Daniel Addo
six-minute

each

sermon to

delivered

students.

<
Story: Ashley Beal
Photos: Erin Cruise and

Stephanie Wimberly
Design: Brooklynn Spille
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a

their fellow
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TO THE
UTTERMOST
BACKYARDS
Students

help others and find
community with ORU Outreach.
ORU is home

dents

to

go

dynamic

to a

the

to

commission statement

urging

its stu

preach the
right in Tulsa's

bounds of the earth and

uttermost

bounds

but sometimes the

uttermost
Gospel,
backyard. ORU Outreach focuses on giving students the valu

able

are

opportunity to go into the Tulsa community and dem
the saving power of] esus' love.
Abby Wayman, sophomore nursing major, is

onstrate

one

such student whose life

experience
head

with Outreach.

on

her
the

leader for

team

focused

changed by
Wayman served as
was

reaching

a
group of students who
the residents at Laura Dester

Children's Center.

"During my first semester at ORU, I was
trying to figure out how I would get the 20
service

community

hours that I

needed for

of my scholarships," Wayman said. "When
people started talking about Outreach, I figured
one

that

others while

sharing the love of Jesus
possible way. The Holy Spirit
used my practicality in needing something out of
Outreach to win my heart for the community."
Wayman's group focused on pouring love into the lives
serving

would be the best

of the children
their homes due

at

to

Laura Dester who had been removed from

neglect,

abandonment

or even

abuse. These

childrens' ages ranged from just a few months to 17 years old and
came from diverse
backgrounds, ensuring there would be at least
child each group member could connect with.
together to show God's love to these children in

one

members built

relationships

with them and

one

By working
need, group

another.

"Before Outreach, I did not fully realize how much community
could form through vulnerability," Wayman said. "Through this

vulnerability, Outreach brought me deeper friendships-the kind
of friendships that would last no matter how long we had gone
without seeing one another-true friendships."
ORU Outreach allows students
statement

and walk it

community

at

the

founded and
Tulsa's

out

same

© Oral Roberts University

to

take ORU's commission

daily lives, helping the Tulsa
are
changed, relationships are
are
deepened, and it all happens right in

time. Lives

spiritual walks
backyard.

ORU Missions & Outreach's theme for the year was
Let Us Follow. and branching off of this, outreaches in
Tulsa focused on the phrase, Let Us Love.

in their

Members of2018 Missions teams
reflect on their time serving others
around the world

TEAM BOLIVIA
"In

things

Bolivia, I learned
to

of my
witness is the sight of
one

different cultures

most

favorite

people

from

share stories.

coming together
leader, I was so blessed to see my team over
coming fear of inadequacies and language barriers

As

to

a

share their stories in our church small groups,
and in turn, being willing to listen to the stories of
others. The love and intentional nature of God is so
to

evident in these moments. So many times we train
and prepare and practice having the right things
to say on the mission field, and
although that's

important, this trip taught me

that

some

of the best

times consist of those candid moments when

actively listen and

share. I'm

grateful

we

for the oppor

tunity ORU Missions gives each of us to not only
share Christ with others, but to learn first how to
listen, to know a person and hear what he or she
has

come

and

to

from before

understand
remember that God is their answer, not us.
To realize that each of us longs to be known and
loved, and to discover that we are more similar than
we

think." Serena

we

pretend

to

Chrisostom, nursing major.
Members of team Bolivia follow their contact
through the streets of Cochabamba, Bolivia.

Design: Brooklynn
SpilleRoberts University
© Oral

Team members led children's ministry while other members worked
with the parents to build the church in Cameta. Para, Brazil
Photo:

Stephanie Wimberly

TEAM BRAZIL HEALING
"This past summer, my team and I were
to
go to Brazil to build churches, host

blessed

and attend small groups

services

Amazon River, This
tive

members of the

encouraged by
ians had

body of Christ. Every day, I was
family commitment the Brazil
Christ; some
church service,

just to attend a
running from school

come

church with

help
inspired by the Brazilians,
to

for other

their brothers and sisters in

to

children would

breaks

my perspec

care

the

would walk 12 miles
or

trip changed

how Christians should

on

the

along

construct a

us.

Not

on

their

only was

I
but also by my team. Some
of my favorite memories from this trip were watching my
teammates step out of their comfort zones, and
discovering
that adventure with God is more fulfilling than
being content in
the fear of failure. I continue to reflect on the trip, and all I can think
of is how crazy, incredible God's grace is!" Sabrina
in the marketplace major

A tattered flag flies above the damage done
Hurricane Maria in Puerto Caguas, Puerto Rico.
Photo: Isaac Zelaya

Aumiller, ministry

by

TEAM PUERTO RICO
"Going on a mission trip to Puerto Rico was definitely one
of the greatest times of my life. Before,
during and even in the
time after the trip I could observe how God moved
through
us

in

There

bringing healing and hope to the Puerto Rican people.
was not a
single moment where excitement and joy

would leave
was

our

hearts

to serve our

as we

knew that every action we took
ones that He loves. God

Father and the

brought our team together in supernatural ways and molded
into the specific team that this specific trip needed. Puerto
Rico now holds a special place in my heart, and I am looking
forward to going back and sharing what God has given me with
this beautiful island." Isaac Zelaya, marketing major
us

TEAM PERU
"I had the
in the

privilege

people

of seeing God

of Peru. We

activities from

evangelism,

were

painting murals
plaza ministry,

to

work in my team and
involved in a wide variety of

to
to

at

playing with kids, to street
sports ministry, to helping

lead church services, to being featured on a local Christian
radio station. This trip had an immediate and
long term

impact like no other missions trip I've been a part of. We
saw miracles, salvations and
changed lives. My faith was

strengthened as I saw prayer after prayer answered. Encountering God outside of my normal cultural
perspective of Him. God worked in

a new

me

Peru

with

a

desire

challenged

Madeline

my

gave

me

heart, filling

share his love with the nations.
emboldened
me and
me,
changed me forever,"
to continue to

Malone, worship

arts

major

Madeline Malone and her team spend the day serving in
classrooms at L. K. Wolter Academia Cristiana in Trujillo, Peru.
Photo: Emily Hamilton
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context

TEAM UNITED KINGDOM
"Going

the United

Kingdom was my first time on a
trip,
truly an unforgettable experience.
We helped with gardening and painting at local care homes,
led a youth service, did street ministry, shared testimonies
and some of us, including myself, got to help lead worship
for a Sunday service. We partnered with COM church in
doing a number of things during our two-week trip, and
everyday was impactful. Toward the end, we served at a big
Christian festival in West Sussex. Through this trip, God has
done miracles among our team and the people that we got the
chance to minister to. He showed me what ministry really looks
like when people are looking for hope. Most importantly, He
showed me and our entire team that the United Kingdom needs
Jesus as much as any other place in the world. The first world coun
tries may look successful on the outside, but internally many
people
are still
hurting and running on empty. God's light is the only thing that
can
prevail." Brittany White, Christian counseling major
to

and it

missions

Team UK

spends time gardening. trimming

weeds, sweeping and landscaping
Photo:

was

to

trees, pulling
bless their contacts.

Brittany Willcoxon

TEAM CHINA
"I had
where

no

idea what

speaking

expect going into our trip to China
about God would put ourselves and our contacts at
to

-

risk with the government. However, despite my fairly low
expec
tations and skepticism at how we would
our month, the
spend
Lord

met us

in my heart

and

in incredible ways. The Lord

during Ropes

week

to

show

radically
me

worked

the freedom

He desired for my life and for every person I
When we got to China, He presented dozens of

healing

encounter.

people He wanted us to invest in during our time there. These
relationships opened up times for sweet, small moments that
we could
whether at dinner, our dorm
bring up our faith
room or in a
classroom.
I was so taken aback at each
college
-

of those few instances, with my limited expectations
meeting
face to face with the Lord's overwhelming love and will for His
lost children in China

to

and left

my expectations
It was an incredible

hear His voice. This

me

heartbroken

blessing

to

for the nation of China." Mariah

to

trip surpassed

all

leave my new friends.
the Lord's compassion

experience
Scott, graphic design major
Third

graders

at

Shiyan Primary School.
Photo: Mariah Scott

TEAM NEPAL
"God
was

really moved
freeing me from

in
to

me

on

this

stepping

trip. From

the

bondage

God

into the obedience of what he

for in the future, it has just been incredible. The
reminder to me how God is constantly having His hand in my life
through the darkest depths of the earth and can use the light in us to

was

preparing

walk

through

me

that darkness has

just been such

How He's

an

incredible

experi
testimony

constantly working alongside
my
finding its ending, and using this trip as the start of so much,
but knowing it's all part of God's plan will forever leave me in awe
and will forever leave a place in my heart for the country of Nepal,"
ence.

me as

is still

Matthew Wilson,

accounting major

Team Nepal prays as they walk through an area destroyed
by the earthquake in Bhaktapur Durbar Square, Nepal.
Photo: Joshua Crow
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Team Kenya visits children in Mbagathi School twice a week for one
month. Men on the team saw salvations with the boys at the school.
Likewise, the women on the team met with girls to share truth and
and discuss cultural issues.
Photo: Emily Small
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Hundreds of students crowd into Christ's
bundled in warm clothing, preparing

Chapel,

to receive their

neighborhood assignments.

Teams return with thousands of cans
collected from Tulsa homes to be donated to

homeless centers.
ORU Missions staff, coordinators and directors
carry the vision and hype of the night, sporting

the Fall Outreach tees.

�
\!:Y

®
©

© Oral Roberts University

ORU students carry God's love to
Tulsa during Fall Outreach
On

a

associated with tricks and treats, the
Ghost came dressed as ORU students and

night

Holy
spread

God's love

throughout Tulsa, Oklahoma.
participated in the

ORU students who
annual Fall Outreach

but instead of

Halloween,
teams

went

netted

over

door-to-door

on

collecting candy,

9,000 canned goods.

"It was

definitely a rewarding process," Briana
Prada, junior international community develop
coordinator, said. "We
were able to watch the whole
community ofTulsa,
and even the world, come together. Tulsa residents
gave canned food donations, ORU students from
all over the earth collected, and the donations were
ment

given to the homeless in Tulsa who needed it."
However, can collection only composed a
portion of the night. Simple conversations held on
doorsteps and invitations for prayer at every house
''At

to

one

Tulsa residents and ORU students.

house, a lady was just leaving for her

study

as we

said. "When
that she

was

is it that

we

she

knocked

asked

we

to

on

her

pray for

door," Prada
her, she told us

going through a divorce. How crazy
showed up ready to pray for her just

leaving for Bible study?"
night was filled with divine appointments.
Behind every decorated door, there were people
going through difficult seasons. Students learned
God could use them to bring comfort and healing.
as

was

The

and outreach

major

ministered

Bible

"It was my

experiencing
to

what I'd

a

turn to

pray, and the woman was
situation that was similar

family
through,"

went

Nick

Hernandez,

freshman health and exercise science major, said.
"I had been in her shoes, and I understood where
she
I

was

coming

able

from. It wasn't

an

accident that

lead the group in prayer for her."
Ghosts and goblins normally reign on

was

to

Halloween

night, but it is clear to see the one
and only Holy Ghost stole the show and spread
God's love throughout Tulsa.
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Outreach volunteers participate in a lively
soccer with the teenagers in the

game of

neighborhood.

®

In order to stay warm, students stay active
leading a dance off with the community.

by

KeShawn Jones shares a word of encourage
those attending the community
outreach.
ment with

© Oral Roberts University

Students

help love Tulsa tangibly
through annual Spring
Outreach event

Every

year,

spring
the

over

the ORU

Missions

and

Outreach

Spring

Outreach.

community

Department
Although it

launches their

made

waves

is

like

a

tradition, the

no

a

fever takes

as

2018 outreach

other.

Outreach volunteers

piled

respond to the message. By the end of the day,
dance party had erupted among a lively mix of
ORU students and children of the community.
to

in vans,

Noah

major,

gathered together show the power of the gospel
through simple conversations and a plate of food.
Brooklynn Spille, junior graphic design major,
attended with her missions team, "It was my first
time seeing my team work together in an outreach

seetting. I loved seeing so many personalities come
together to engage the precious kids at the Zone."
The Zone invited members of the

neighbor

grill hot dogs, surrounded by a variety of
engaging activies. Several presentations ofthe gospel
through drama and testimonies rotated throughout
the day, giving the community many opportunities
hood

to

blast and called it
were

tons

of

communications

big party.
things going on,

everyone's favorite part were
sprouted up," Benda said.

a

showing

off their best

moves

the crowds around them

Even

though

the

but

the dance-offs that

Students and children alike

snacks. Missions teams, chaplains and other students
to

Benda, sophomore
a

"There

arriving

four separate locations. Students built tables
for facepaint, nail painting and various games and
at

had

went

were

and

drawn in,

flaunting

as

wild.

weather

didn't

seem

spring-like because thick gray clouds hung
heavy in the air and a bitter wind burned on
students'

faces, the heart of outreach is about
being present. Just as Christ came to earth
as Emmanuel
meaning "God with us" loving
often
looks like simply showing
community
up despite the cold and
Missions and Outreach

having a fun time. The
department themes the
with the phrase, "Let Us

2017-18 school year
Love." Not only did students receive shirts with
this
to

phrase, they have the priceless opportunity
practically through Spring Outreach.

live this
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Students stand surrendered to the Lord
set in the prayer tower.

o

responds in prayer to the
worship service, hands open to receive.

®

Brianna MacPhee serves as lead vocalist
while Humberto Garcia plays electric
guitar and Tanner Ligon plays the acoustic.

©

during

a

worship

Amanda Harder
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A

CULTURE

a F

A woodland retreat sparks dramatic

change through
In

early September,

ORU Prayer Movement

student leaders in the ORU

Prayer Movement set
for
the
2017-2018
school year. Led by
prepare
Kristin Smith and Josh Kluge, director and associate director of the

off into the woods

to

Worship Center, they were sent to Shepherd's Fold Ranch for fellow
ship and preparation. It was a weekend permeated with encouragement,
prayer and fresh air.
With workshops and lots of time in

community groups, the leaders
they saw God doing throughout
the year. Brady Flynn,
international
business major and 2017
sophomore
with
excitement at the thought of prayer movement.
prayer leader, gleamed
"I am so excited for this new season," Flynn said. "There is so much
intentionality within the leadership this year. We're growing together,
and having that connection going forward is
going to allow us to unite
were

able

on our

to cast vision

intercession and make

To intercede,

step in

and build

on

according

on

what

some

to

big moves for God."
dictionary, is "to

Webster's

behalf of another," and the heart of prayer

intervene

movement

or

in 2017

align the hearts of the movement's community toward what God
was
doing in the world, to empower the people corporately through
prayer and worship and to beckon a brand-new move of God not only
was

in

to

Tulsa, but

around the world.

"Last year,

our
prayer set would pray for lost people often," Flynn
said. "For instance, we prayed for the Buddhist nations one night, and
literally the very next day I saw an update that monks were being saved

by

missionaries

before. I can't

together

preaching

even

imagine

and seek God

as a

where
the

they were never allowed to speak
impact we'll have this year as we align

whole."

In John

chapter 15,Jesus says, "If you abide in Me, and My words
abide in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done for you." Prayer
Movement wagered it all on His promise, and its members have spoken
life

into the world. The heart of

Prayer Movement, aligned
doing incredible and impactful things among
Oral Roberts University student body.

fervently

with the heart of God, is
the

@
®

The heart of the prayer movement is for
students to experience the Lord's presence.
ORU Prayer Tower is open every week
day and is filled with live worship.

Worship teams choose a weekly
timeslot and faithfully create a place
for students to rest in God's presence.
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The ONEOK Sports Complex features six tennis
courts, a full-size track, and areas for long jump,
pole vault. shot put, discus and javelin.

© Oral Roberts University

ORU presents the grand opening
of the ONEOK Sports Complex
Rain soaked the windows

on

the afternoon of

October 4, but this didn't stop a crowd from gath
ering in the press room on the second floor of the

ONEOK

celebrate its grand
Students, alumni, coaches,
athletes, newscasters, staff and spectators eagerly
filled the rows of black chairs and lined up against
the blue walls to celebrate the opening of the new

Sports Complex

to

opening and dedication.

tennis courts and ORU's first outdoor track.

"I
to

do

am so

this

at

Coach

Joe

happy to see what God is continuing
university," Head Track and Field

Dial said. "To be blessed with

an

outdoor track after all these years is a dream
come true. I am looking forward to hosting a
home track meet for the first time
able

to

ever

and

being

show other schools and athletes how

beautiful

our

whole will get

campus is. The student
to

enjoy running

on a

body

as

a

world class

track which should be

exciting

for

everyone."

The ceremony included opening remarks
from Dial, Athletic Director Mike Carter,
President Dr. William
President and CEO

Wilson, the ONEOK

Terry Spencer, Head Men's

Tennis Coach Mark Milner and Head Women's
Tennis Coach
were

followed

Beverly Dawson. The remarks
by a litany of dedication, prayer,

gift presentations and a 100-meter race on the
track by ORU track athletes.
"Our whole team is really excited to finally
have a place to call home, a place we can defend,"
Ceijenia Cornelius, junior business management
and tennis player, said. "We can't wait to have our
fans come out to watch during home matches.
There's simply nothing that compares to that
feeling when so many people are cheering for you."
The complex was built debt free and is open
for all students
would be

to use,

hosting

Field Conference

© Oral Roberts University

and ORU announced it

the Summit

League Track and
Championships in May 2018.

The women's basketball team takes center stage
amid wild support from the student body. Each

player is announced and introduced.
The air is filled with anticipation at the
Mabee Center as the ORU spirit is

reawakened for the school year.
Basketball teammates Jontray Harris
Spencer Sutton enjoy their night of

and

recognition by the

student

body.

The moment all the students were waiting for,
ORU Athletics' sleek new logo is unveiled amid the
cheers of the people it represents.

@

®
©
@
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ORU Athletics reveals the new
Golden Eagles logo during

Midnight Madness

tions, and their support was
"It

was

sophomore

fun and

Christian

deafening.
exciting," Rebecca Moyer,
caregiving and counseling

said. "I'm

major,
glad the crowd was involved. It
entertaining to watch [and] helped us take
supporting our athletics more seriously."
Then, as the cheering quieted, every eye

was

The

night was October 30th, 2017. The sky was
cloudy, air chilly, hinting at the winter

dark and
to

Crowds of breathless ORU students

come.

flocked

the Mabee Center

through
excitedly wondering

were

promised
requested

all white

to wear

upcoming
for this

aloud what this

could be. Students

announcement

parking lot,

to show their
support for the
basketball season, but the true reason

event was a

The doors

awaited them,

mystery.

were

so

they

open. The stadium seats
streamed inside, stopping

turned

to the center of the court. It was time.
three
by
separate spotlights, ORU's athletic
Mike
director,
Carter, took the stage. He had the
attention of every person there.

Lit

"ORU is recognized as a world class
academic and athletic institution dedicated to
life change and global impact," Carter said. "It
is critical that the visual elements which reflect
the institution's

image coincide with the forward
university. We have decided

the way to don white face faint and wide
smiles. Scores of students packed every seat. The
band played lively tunes; the cheerleaders flipped

itive to better represent the characteristics of the

and tumbled for the crowd's

Golden

along

the stands

amusement.

full, Midnight
lights dimmed, the
sprayed thick fog, and 2017's
were

The

basketball

teams were

and cheered

as

each

Madness

began.

smoke

machine

male and female

revealed. The crowd

team

When

member

was

laughed

introduced

by name with a fun fact about themselves. Students
watching got a first look at the athletes who were
going to represent them in the coming competi-

momentum
to

of this

adopt a figure that is more fierce and compet

Eagle and to embrace our God-given
challenge to 'Run the Race to Win.'"
As President Wilson joined him,
they turned
to a tarp
over
the
middle
of
the
court and,
spread
with
basketball coaches Paul Mills and
along
Misti Cussen, pulled it back to reveal ORU's
new brand. The crowd
leapt to their feet, roaring
widely as the fierce eye of the new Golden Eagle
stared back at them, shiny, new and
proud.
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Evan Flotron, Davyd Korniichuck and Trey
Celestine perform the ORU Spirit Sprint at
home basketball game.
The cheer

a

squad spends time together at
competing in the

Beach after
national finals.

Daytona

Kirsta Simpson performs at the team's
nationals showing in the ORU Aerobics Center.
The cheer

squad gathers to have

their nationals

showing

prayer before
in the ORU AC.

Madison Milstead, based by Choyce Hays,
Katlin Herlicher and David Hendricks, does
heel stretch

during nationals in

Daytona, Florida.
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a

Eli the Eagle shares what it's like
to be on GRU's
award-winning
cheer squad
Nathan

Snuffer:

21, social studies

educa

tion

major, Quest Whole Person and last, but
certainly not least-Eli, the mascot. The man
behind the familiar mask was more than just a
student in the

Spirit Program. When

to

Once he received the mask and the suit, he
quickly felt at home with the cheer squad. When
on

King Jr. Day parade
"I

the court, he felt every emotion the team felt.
"When I'm out there, I want to adopt the

during

the Martin Luther

in 2017.

getting refreshments before the
parade and suddenly, I was pulled into a dance
off with the other mascots," he said.
For Snuffer, who claims no fame when it
was

dancing, this was
possibly happen.

comes to

could

"I tried

asked

why
join the cheer team, he laughed.
"Tryouts were during my sophomore year,"
Snuffer said. "By that time, I had already attended
every single game, so I thought 'Why not try out?'"

he decided

occurred

moments

to

the

worst

do this breakdance

thing

that

move

and

muddied up the entire suit," he said. "It
became a running joke."

his time as the mascot, he became
close
to
his teammates and his Bigs and
very
Littles within the program.
"Most of them are like my family now," Snuffer

During

said. "The

program made it worth it
of the most fulfilling things about

Big/Little

It's

....

personality of what the team needs to see and
they would want as a player," he said.
Snuffer frequently got the crowd excited to

really one
being on the cheer squad," he said.
Despite no longer being the mascot
for the upcoming year, Snuffer

support the

is excited to

what

certain

team

with their

obligation

to

cheers, and he feels

make the

team

and support from their fans.
In April 2018, ORU's Cheer

a

feel the love

Squad

went to

Nationals, which was a wonderful experience for

see

program will

how the

expand

and

grow in new directions
as he takes on his
senior

year.

Snuffer.
'We spent

a

week in

and I felt

Daytona,

close with the team," he said. "There were
tions

on our

no

so

deduc

performance, and we made it to finals."
making it to finals is

The excitement of
among his

spending

fondest memories. The other is

time with the children

on

the

court

before, during and after the games.

"Spending 10 minutes
providing that quality time

with
is

a

them

and

lot like my

outreach," Snuffer said.
However, being

the

mascot

fun and games. One of the

most

quickly

isn't

always
embarrassing

Nathan Snuffer, aka Eli the Golden Eagle,
entertains the crowd in the Mabee Center during
an

ORU basketball game.
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ORU cross

changes
Running a race is a challenge. Your feet strike the
ground, one after the other, beads of sweat trickle
down your face and your breathing is heavy,
labored. You're
end.

you can make it to the
the task at hand becomes

not sure

Then, suddenly,

easier. Your blood thrums

through

your veins and

your shoes seem to skim over the surface of the
earth as you hit your stride and your confidence
grows. Everyone's course of life takes them to

obstacles, but with tenacity,
to

hit their stride

no matter

Cross country allows

it is

possible

for

one

the circumstances.

develop
beyond just
ability. Running for the
team
provides its athletes with lessons that trans
late to their daily and spiritual lives in addition
to their
challenging races and grueling practices.
"Cross country isn't a sport, it's a lifestyle,"
Bryce Choate, junior Health, Leasure and Sport
Science major. "It's something that has taught
me to
press on when having a spiritual life gets
runners

to

their athletic

difficult."

team

runners' lives
the obstacles and roadblocks life presents

over

them, and

a

to

and

throughout challenges
improve leads runners racing

a

strong

spirit

team

bond between athletes

they

as

creates a

strong

encourage and

hold each other accountable.
The
a

future

runners
race

"It's

in

undergo a preparatory time
than

more

amazing

to

one

way.

see runners

become what

for

I coached grow

made

to be," Cross
they
said.
Hebert
"One girl I
Justin
Country
coached recently became an elementary school
teacher. It's incredible to watch a college freshman
mature to become
capable of things like that."
The importance of a strong mindset was
even more
important for the 2017-2018 season;
athletic
achievement was a major goal for
greater
coaches and runners alike. Everyone involved

up

to

were

Coach

made

a

deliberate and conscious effort

from the

to

learn

year and avoid injury.
With remarkable
intentionality,irnprovements

were

previous

made,

development

Perseverance

strong desire

country

occurred

were

on

created and athletic

and off the
for

course.

planted
astounding
Godly destinies in years to come.

season

and

seeds

memories

© Oral Roberts University

were

The

athletic
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FOR THE WIN
ORU golfers finish

season

On the women's side of the 2017

strong

season,

The ORU

golf teams

had

awards received

multiple

men's and women's

exciting season with
by players on both the
an

teams.

the men's side of the

Mike Biata

team

during

the

topped
regular

season, with a fifth overall finish at the Bubba
Barnett Intercollegiate tournament in Jonesboro,

Arkansas. Biata

was

named

to

the All-Summit

League First Team, along with Cody Burrows,
marking the first time since 2009 two 0 RU
golfers had done so in the same season.
For the third consecutive year, Burrows
team in
scoring, with a stroke average of
73.2, the second best in the Summit League and

led his

seventh best in ORU

history. During the second
Intercollegiate tour

to

win

She

regular
Kennedy Ishee was the first woman golfer
an

won

individual

tournament

the ORU/SFA

Spring

since 2014.

Break Invite,

finishing with a 225.
At the 2017 Summit
the men's
team
a

first

team

League Championship,

finished fourth and the women's

finished sixth. Ishee, who was selected as
team All-Summit
League player, tied for

sixth

place overall at the Championship. Mike
Biata and Cody Burrows were also named as first
team All-Summit
League players. Biata finished
ninth place in the Championship, while Jackson
Howes tied for 17th place and Dustin Hasley tied
for 19th place.
The women's

team

finished with

a

GPA of

round of the Bubba Barnett

3.42,earning 18 Birdies All-Academic Team honors

nament, Burrows shot a 66, his career best and
tied for fourth best in ORU history. In
April,

from the Golf Coaches Association of America.
ORU was one of 127 teams to receive the honor.
Although the Golden Eagles displayed

Burrows

named Summit League Men's
Golfer of the Week for the fourth time in his
career and the second time that season. Burrows
was

his teammate, Josh Montgomery, as a
SrixoniCleveland Golf All-America Scholar. The

joined

award is

given

competed
level and

rounds,

to

juniors

and seniors who have

in at least three years
at

at

the

least half of their teams'

while

maintaining

average and 3.2 GPA.
Biata and Burrows

less than

gained

most

collegiate

competitive
a

talent on the course, their awards
and stroke averages were not the most
impres
sive feats. The Golden Eagles Golf
department as

noteworthy

whole posted a GPA of 3.28 for the 2017-18
school year, the highest in school history,
setting
an incredible
precedent for teams in the future to
a

strive for both athletic and academic

76 stroke

of the

atten

during the season, but the summer spotlight fell
on Dustin
Hasley, a sophomore who won the OGA
tion

Stroke
one

Play Championship. Hasley shot a hole in
an
eagle on a par four in the opening round.

and

© Oral Roberts University

success.

The Oral Roberts Golden

Eagles soccer team had a season to
remember in 2017. Led by seniors Colton Haskin, Thibaur
Giquel, Corey Cantor and Valin Bodie, the team played impres
sively and averaged record attendance of over 500 for the season.
"It

awesome
seeing classmates in the stands and
them
show
having
up loud and proud," Sameer Fathe,
freshman forward, said. "They definitely boosted our morale.
was

The

atmosphere was pretty cool."
By the end of the season, Corey Cantor and freshman
Dante Brigida tied for the lead in goals scored with four each,
while freshman Jose Castro led the squad in assists with two.
The

players

lead the

women's and men's
teams into

successful

soccer

seasons

which

4-11-1 finish and 1-4 in conference

them 5th in the Summit

League overall.
The women's soccer team boasted a full 37-player roster
for the season, including eight seniors. Led by top goal scorers,
play,

ORU soccer

team went on to a

placed

junior Sierra Beal, senior Amanda Dial and senior Caroline
Frank, the Golden Eagles finished 8-10-1 for the season,
which put them in the conference
consecutive year, this time

tournament

for the fourth

three seed.

midfielder

19 games for the Golden

Nelly Mamabolo played in aI!J:
Eagles and earned all-conference

academic honors with

3.77 GPA. Her

Sophomore

passion
to

© Oral Roberts University

as a

on

a

and off the field showed

her fans and her

teammates.

true

consistency and
Golden Eagle spirit

Brooklyn Eardley, sports medicine major,
score a goal.

races

down

(£)

the field to

®

Public relations major Tatum
the Tulsa University team.

©

Men's soccer athletes cheerfully jog off the field
they take home another victory.

@

the crowd

®

Marina
make a

®

Whitney Gonsalves

@

A student

a

Grigsby guards against

patriotically waves a banner to hype
as they cheer on their team.

as

up

Solberg swiftly carries the ball down field
play against the opposing team.
runs

drills

as

to

the team preps for

game.

First year ORU student Jorge Barrientos kicks the
ball down the field in hopes of scoring another goal.
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ORU tennis team trains and

competes
After

a

courts,

compete

state-of-the
art facility
on new

the

hiatus away from their original
ORU tennis teams returned to

on

their home turf when the ONEOK

Hjelm, freshman biology major and tennis
member,

tennis courts and

stands for fans to fill.
for us," Zac Price, junior business
major and tennis team member, said. "To be able
to
practice on campus, and to play at home on
our own
logo, it's pretty sweet."
Fan involvement was sure to increase with
the proximity and beauty of ORU's new
facility.
new

huge

"We're

a

good

team, and

we

work

hard,"

said. ''I'm

sure

it'll be

awesome

playing in front of the students and my friends.
I'm really pumped to win some games."
The tennis

long

Sports Complex was opened in October 2017.
Along with an Olympic-grade track, the
ONEOK Complex came with state-of-the-art
"It's

Scott
team

players weren't the only ones who

could benefit from the

complex

and student

excited
were

to

new courts.

The tennis

the ORU

community

opened
body. Players
to

was

allow visitors

and coaches alike were

access to

the

confident it would increase

facility and

awareness

of

and involvement with ORU tennis.

"It is

everything to our program. Having a
facility like this really means the world," Men's
tennis coach Mark Milner said. "To be able

have

some

community involvement,

matches,

tournaments

have nice

courts

that

come

student

© Oral Roberts University

for

not

and USTA

only

to

leagues

to

host
and

the student athletes

from other countries but for the

body as well."

Maria

Kuzminskaya,

major,

winds up for

freshman education
the brand new

a serve on

home court.

®

The men's team celebrates having a space of
their own at ORU after a year of commuting to

off-campus
The

©

courts.

new court came

just

in time for senior Jan

Pehnec, business management major, during
his final year at ORU.

© Oral Roberts University
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ONEOK Sports Complex
allows track and field athletes to
train and compete on their own turf

•
•
•
•
•

Stephen King's competitive spirit shows
his face as he competes in long jump.

•

on
•

rt::\A
\!:;)

On the

•

opening day of the ONEOK Sports
Complex, track students rejoice as they

•

complete their first lap

•

.

®

•

Aliyah Trotter, a first year student, represents ORU Track and Field in her main

•
•

event-sprints

©

.
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Oral

Roberts

University's ONEOK Sports Complex was
completed
ready for use at the end of the fall semester. With
this new state-of-the-art facility, the track team flourished. The
facility includes an eight-lane 400 meter track, two long jump
runways, two pole vault runways, shot put rings and an all-grass
field for discus and javelin.
and

The track
area

where

This would

team was

ecstatic to have their

own

track and field

could

practice and compete with room
the team advance beyond measure.

they
help

In the final 2018 track

different

events at

the meet,

Mercy Abire

the

meet at

ONEOK,

ORU

to

spare.

won

many

Sum�it League Championship. During
not only won the
long jump and the triple

events, but the athlete was named the field athlete MVP.
"I felt good and my coach Bobby Carter told me I was going
PR [personal record]," Abire said. "It just happened, and to get

jump
to

my first

ever set

of gold

medals, I'm

thankful

to

God. I'm

surprised

I jumped 13:10 meters."

On the final

day of the Summit League, ORU took home seven

championships.

One of the awards

Etim who

Track

went to

MVP

Freshman Aniekeme

well as Newcomer
Championship
the
final
event, the team won the
Championship. During
Championship in the 4x400 meter relay with a time of3:12.99.
Not only did the ORU track and field team dominate at the
Summit League Championships, but they did it at home. These
victories were only a few from the season and only a blip in the
years to come as the team plans to flourish even more than ever
won

as

of the

before-on their

own

track.

© Oral Roberts University

@

Tiffany Richeson, junior sports man
agement major, clears the pole during
her pole vaulting performance.

®

Amaya Christon, senior nursing major,
competes in long jump at the ONEOK
Sports Complex.
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A LEGACY OF SUCCESS
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Bria

Bergman poised ready to support

her teammate

1

Shelby Cox as she leaps to spike the ball.
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Bria

Bergman prepares to send
volleyball over the net.
Photo: Stephanie Wimberly

the

S(j)�lill'lln(j)re Clilris

Miller jumps to billd
Iilis (j)��(j)mem� fr01iTl AIJilia li!JmiMersitl,!.
�bliJt(j): Pauline ¥(j)(j)
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Matt Owen prole vaults during t�e first
heme track and field meet at (i)Rl!J.
R1ilOtO: Pauline YOG

Valentina Gisbert returns the ball to
her opponent. Photo: Grant Swank
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senior Studio Art major creates
series of abstract pieces using oil paint.

Benjamin Ray,
a

Graphic Design major Zach Miles designs an app
called Vediit, which is now available in the app store.
The app is designed to enhance private messaging.
project, Natalie Guttman portrays
beauty through a series of fashion pieces.
Hosting the first fashion show in ORU History, she
spearheads fashion design on campus.
For her senior

feminie

®

©
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ORU art students present
creative and empowering works
at the 2018 senior art show
Art is

medium that

can serve
many purposes-it can freeze a moment
of time for eternity, bring the artist's imagination into reality or even
inspire those who see it. The ORU Art Department is passionate about
a

".

providing an environment where budding artists can explore every avenue
where their creative

spirits lead them, empowering

pact with their creations.
The Art Department's senior students
2018 senior art show

them

truly epitomize

to

make

an

im

this vision. The

many talented artists who discovered their

presented
calling in producing art pieces designed to promote a positive message.
"God called me to fashion design in 8th grade,"Natalie Guttman,junior
studio art major, said. "I have always [had] a passion for making people feel
valued and beautiful, and I feel like fashion does that for people. The whole
purpose behind my degree is to create chic, modern, modest clothing for
women to

make them feel beautiful but also have respect for themselves."
ever fashion show this
year. She worked

Guttman presented ORU's first

directly with

the models

wearing her pieces, designing the choreography and
show. The show's theme was "ThinkPink," represent

the message behind the
ing a girly, yet modest message

designed to empower Christian women. Even
though
degree, Guttman will be using
her stuido art degree to pursue her dreams in the fashion industry.
Another student presenting a female-empowering art piece was
Destiny Elmore, senior graphic design major. Elmore wrote and designed
ORU does

a

not

offer an official fashion

children's book

titled, "The Forever Princess."

"I wanted

story that

bullying

and

to create a

finding

your

identity

in

preached
Christ,"

my book helps inspire girls to find their
they're valued and beautiful."

on

self-confidence,

Elmore said. "I'm

identity in

Christ and

to

anti

hoping
believe

huge hit, inspiring her to write and design more
books. She began working on a second one, which will pull from lessons
she learned from being a big sister to her little brothers.
ORU's art students are truly talented people, and with the tools and
environment the Art Department provides, they cannot help but succeed.
Elmore's book was

a

Emily Golding, Studio

@

Art major displays
series of watercolor paintings, created
to inspire dreamers in the world.
a

Graphic Design major Destiny

®

Princess.
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Elmore

presents the book she wrote and
illustrated, a book titled The Forever

© Oral Roberts University
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Biology Department gets first-hand
experience in the underwater ecological
paradise of Cozumel, Mexico
It's

one

thing to

show, but

as

see a

picture

of a fish

on a

slide

the ORU marine

found out, it is quite another
close in real life.

ecology
thing to see

class
it up

Over

spring break, a group of 19 students
Cozumel, Mexico to scuba dive and
snorkel in the coral reef Not only did this
trip pro
vide students with the experience of a lifetime, but
it also fulfilled a class requirement for their
majors.
"I wasn't expecting the parrotfish and angel
fish to be so colorful," LeeAnn LeMarr, junior
medical molecular biology major, said.
The trip was LeMarr's first time leaving the
traveled

to

United States and her first time
a

boat. She

trip, but

was

both excited and

plane

nervous

and

for the

they

diving
days at] Lake Tenkiller, and
ocean," she said.

since

it

was

at

participated in dives during the day,

night would

saw on

"We

meet to

discuss the

organisms

the dives.
lot of sergeant

majors," LeMarr
[lab]
my
presentation, so it was
cool that it was the first thing we saw."
Other organisms the students saw included
nurse sharks, sea turtles and
eagle rays, as well as
said. "It

saw a

was on

many different types of colorful fish and coral.
Along with the underwater paradise experience, the

students found their

"I

am

going

said. "This will
the classroom

to

own

be

help

to

Not all the

a

inspiration from the trip.
teacher," LeMarr

science

add

to

what I

make

went to

Cozumel

chanical

can

bring

to

fun."

ecology
participants were Biomedical
more

Chemistry majors. Among the
were a

other students who

studio

engineering major
major.

art

and

major,

an

a me

elementary

education

her favorite part was the very first dive.

"I hadn't been

in the

on a

Students
and

"To anyone who is

[my training

I would

highly

my first time

said. "It

was

a

on

encourage you
lot of practical

life-changing experience."

© Oral Roberts University

the fence about
to

do

going,

it," LeMarr

knowledge

and

a
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Story: Emma Shaw
Photos: Provided by the Ad Team
Design: Christina Cavazos

Presenters Tara l.au. Sarah Hess, Di'Mehlia
Adamson and Matthew Foster prepare to

pitch Team

912's

campaign at Nationals in
Chicago, Illinois.

original Ocean
campaign. Using
screen, the actors appeared to be
standing in a cranberry bog.

The ad team filmed three

Spray
a

Commercials for their

green

The 17 ad team members became a family
the two semesters they worked together.

over

®
©

ORU ad team wins first place at

prestigious advertising competition,
advances to Nationals

They had

no

idea what

they were getting them

selves into, but they would later call their victory
nothing short of a miracle,
ORU's Communication and Media De

partment had been
students

sending public relations

and

the National

advertising
compete
Student Advertising Competition for four years.
In fall 2017, the department's fifth advertising
team

to

at

assembled for their first

Their mission-to

advertising campaign

meeting.

develop and propose a full
for

a

national

client, and

© Oral Roberts University

2,000 college students

over

had the

Ocean

was

across the
country
The
2017-2018
client sponsor
goal.

same

Spray, a grower-owned cooperative
producing the best-selling brand

famous for

with millennials, as the brand's core
audience members were from older
generations.
In short, they wanted millennials to
their

penetration

buy

and

products
To complete the task, the ORU team's 17
members were split into six sub-teams to make
up
come

back for

more.

the agency-account
management, research, cre
ative services, public relations, sales
promotions
and media planning. Some members felt their

positions
perfect fit, while others were ini
uncomfortable
with their unfamiliar roles.
tially
"We were all placed in a
position where we
were a

confront

to

public

relations

fears," Mireya Flores,
major and ad team account
our

utive, said. "Whether it was

large

exec

in front of a

speaking

group of professionals,

senior

other

trusting
people
leading a team of young adults into
no
knowledge of-advertising."

or, in my case,
a

of two-Kyra

together

field I had

Over the

next

worked

semesters, the
their campaign.

two

team

diligently
Long
nights generated research find
ings, digital ads, TV commercials, events, part
nerships, budget information, presentation
on

hours and late

scripts and

countless other creations.

After

developing a 20-page plans book and a

20-minute

the ad team-numbered

and win first

for

us, to

As it

be

we

the crowd grew silent. The ORU
each other's hands and held their

clasped

breath,

afraid

get their

hopes up, but praying
top three. They won first place.
The room immediately erupted into joyful
chaos as the ORU team jumped from their seats
screaming at the top of their lungs. They ran to the
stage, crying and embracing each other on the
to

be in the

to

"It

was a

total

as we

to

make the

presentation engaging and interesting, but also
as
professional as possible."
Their campaign, titled "Life's Better When
you Cran," seemed to receive positive feedback
from the judges after the presentation, but they
wouldn't know the

quet that

night.

outcome

In the

served and it was time

were

shed for the many hours we had put in."
many
After a long night of celebration, the district

champions returned home to prepare for semi-finals.
The semi-final round would decide which
teams would advance to Nationals. All district
submitted

recording of their
judges and competed via
phone call for a question-and-answer session.
Between 16 and 20 teams competed in semi
finals, but only eight would go to Chicago, Il
linois, in June 2018 to fight for a national title.
On a rainy Thursday morning, the ORU
team
gathered in the tiny student publications of
fice for their conference call, just two days before
most of the members would
graduate. By the af
winning teams
presentation to

a

the

ternoon, the results were in, and Team 912 was
listed as one of the top eight teams in the country.

"I wasn't able

to

be

at

the

announcement,"

Lau said. "But when I got a call from our team
leader, Mimi, telling me the good news, I ran

from

one end of
campus to the other just to go
celebrate with the team. We were all so proud."

A month

After

later, they

off

were

to

Chicago.

the

exploring
windy city for a day, the four
and
the
rest of Team 912 stood be
presenters
fore Ocean Spray executives and top
advertising
to

present their beloved campaign

Although

0 RU left

Chicago

awards, the team remained incred
for
the opportunity to
ibly grateful
represent their
hard work and their small Oklahoma
university
at such a
prestigious level. Most importantly, they
had found a family in Team 912, and
they knew
the

until the awards ban

evening, after dinner was
give out the awards, ORU

shock," Lau said. "There

./
way.�

tears

without any

best

do."

announced,

team

could

as

boost of

hard work

time for the overall winners to

was

for the last time.

do

huge
our

good

professionals

to

know that

campaign

nights paid off and that we were actually

in there with the

mindset

a

what

at

executive, said. "We

went

myself-put

entire

and late

presentation,
competition-set off for Cor
Texas
for
the NSAC Districts. ORU
Christi,
pus
is in District 10, along with roughly 20 public and
private universities in Oklahoma, Texas, Louisi
ana and Arkansas. The
17-person team was min
iscule in comparison to some of the competing
schools, like David standing before Goliath.
"When preparing for districts, none of us
knew what to expect," Tara Lau, senior public
relations major and ad team assistant account
Team 912 for the

and

[Amazan]
plan for an
place? That was

media

a

o�confidence

cranberry juice in the world. The company tasked
participating school to create a campaign to
successfully increase brand affinity and household
each

had

team

of

experience changed them for the better.
"The ORU advertising team helped each one
grow in excellence when it

us

came

to

work

presented with the Best Media Plan award.
"Winning Best Media Plan came 100 per
cent unexpectedly to me," Ana Reed, senior pub
lic relations major and ad team media planning

team," Flores said. "This
ing individually
competition brought to light God-given gifts we
never
thought we had. God taught us how to em
brace the unknown, how to walk with confidence
knowing He is always on our side and how to

director, said. "When we were announced

trust

to

was

place,

I

was

completely

as

first

shocked. How could

a

or as a

Him when He calls

much

© Oral Roberts University

us to

bigger than what we

do

could

something so
imagine."

ever

© Oral Roberts University

Macbooks line the classroom, displaying the
CITI Lab seal, a design featuring the

new

pathway of learning.

®

Professor Bryan Osborne enjoys the beautiful
space to teach CITI and computer science
majors while Katie Osborne uses a new

computer.

© Oral Roberts University
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Story: Ashley Beal

Photos: Pauline Yoo

Design: Brooklynn Spille
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intriguing to me. I've learned a lot of new stuff about
it."
The

Ministry
Mter

attaining

many students seek

Roberts

University,

missions and

degrees

to

stu ertllts al1€
e

��V€ opportu

l!lIea;tr.i@

w.i�h',n various

(HLC), an independent corporation part of
the North Central Association of
Colleges and
Schools (NCA) and the Association of Theo

logical Schools in the United
(ATS).

atlcf

milL'lisliry.

Dr. Andrea Walker lias w,0tked
lth the
Graduate School of Theology 3'1'l(!l Mrtflistry for

teaching

the

and

coun

experience,

and I

psychology

students.

seling
"Being

here is

an awesome

love that I get to teach about things that I specialize
in," Walker said. "I get to teach these addiction
related

counseling

literature,

sion

education, business, theolo

years

and

a

programs. ORU stl\!l(d�mts nave their
choice between 15 grad ate lPaths, i eluding

graduate

two

Theology

in biblical

Master of Divinity. Their accredi
tation lies with the Higher
Learning Commis

t

nities to continue their

Graduate School of
also offers

courses

and

that is

really

''As

States and Canada

long as you are curious and the student
has an ability to set a goal for themselves and
regulate their efforts, I think graduate school is
an
option for anybody,"Walker said.
With ORU's help, graduate students are
given the chance to not only expand their faith
and transform their lives, but also
positively
impact their communities and their world.

© Oral Roberts University

The Online and Lifelong Learning at ORU
hosts a graduation ceremony for their
students. Those who are not able to attend
the event can watch online.

®

Distance learning students access classes
through Zoom, a video conference software.

©

Ivery Laurette Yarbroug receives her
recognition and award for completing
classwork at Oral Roberts University.

© Oral Roberts University

Online learningfaculty dedicate
long hours to online students from
around the world
Since its

inception,

Learning

has been about

those

busy

ORU's Online and

keeping

the

Lifelong
lights on for

schedules away from Tulsa. Under
new Associate Vice President Dr. Kim
Nugent, this
same
has
principle
kept going strong.
on

Teachers and administrators such as Dr.
Nugent often log hours into the later parts
of their days-and even weekends-to help
students get enrolled and get the
desire.

grades they

"It's about the student; everything we do in
our work here is for their
experience,"Dr. Nugent
said. "One of the ways we can
our availability and our
ability

them is with

help
to
respond."

In Dr.
is the

Nugent's eyes, what sets ORU
faculty, and she sees the results of a

of educators devoted

to

students.

ability

Having

the

apart
team

their work and their
to

ask

questions

and receive

answers

quickly is

almost like

being

with the students in person, and it is a
point she
believes will draw even more people in to ORU's

online whole person education.
Along with a rigorous curriculum and
active

community spanning

servant-hearted

faculty

are

an

four continents, the
truly the superstars

who make Online and

Lifelong Learning such a
noteworthy piece
family.
During the spring semester, they began
of the ORU

to

shift directions

to

an

international-focused

agenda. Planetshakers, worship band based in
Australia, began making announcements about
ORU while they led various worship conferences
a

in several countries. After
just

from

one

concert,

2,700

Manila, Philippines contacted the
people
department about taking online courses from
ORU. Because of the overwhelming interna
tional interest, the department created a new
branch of international call teams. In August, the
department is excited to welcome the largest class
of online students in ORU history.

© Oral Roberts University

A YEllO

BRICK ROAD

Katie Lentz pursues her doctorate in educational

leadership in hopes to

© Oral Roberts University

one

day land

a career

with

Disney.

© Oral Roberts University

The

College of Education sends its students
help struggling Texas communities

ORU education students gave up their

to

spring
hurting commu
nity. Sophomore early education major Emily
Pugh, along with roughly 30 of her peers, trav

togetherness and the thankfulness
they were able to help.

eled

to

"It also blessed

help

a

break in 2018

to

give hope

Dickinson, Texas

neighborhood

to

to

a

work

heal from

the wake of Hurricane

was

school and

damage

left in

Harvey.

The hurricane hit in late
but there

on a

still much work

of 2017,
be done when

to

their home."

for

all

us

an

adventurous and difficult time,

all

together so tightly," Pugh said.
lot to help the families. When

me a

prayed for them, the

moms were
crying be
of the thankfulness in their hearts."
One of the most important principles of the

College
out

mopping and scraping to
do inside the school," Pugh said. "We
painted
three or four rooms and even got to help a
family

thing

we

August

"We had lots of

The greatest

that it bonded

people

cause

the students arrived.

restore

"It was such

of the

Pugh

was

the team's

and

of Education is
serve

and

help

around the country.

being

able

to

learn,

go

others both in Tulsa and

Showing

the love of Christ

through actively serving those in need is a staple
in the ORU
community, and this outreach was an
students
like Pugh won't soon forget.
experience

© Oral Roberts University

o

Students gather together for
time

during spring

®

Jasmine Danielle Hall

©

Abby

@

Students pose for

carefully paints the railing

on a

school

playground.
Rebello prepares to

paint the steps of the playground

blue.

restore

a

building

a

picture

from the

on

their break from helping
of the hurricane.

damage

®

The education team scrape and mop the floors inside the
school which was flooded during the heavy rains.

®

By the end of their time in Dickinson, the playground is
colorful and fully restored for the children of Pine Drive
Christian School.

© Oral Roberts University

a group photo to document their
break at Pine Drive Christian School.

Team SOAR showcases their Virtual Reality
Educational Flight Simulator at the ORU
Research Symposium.

®

Connor McCain welds the steel base together.
The system was manufactured by the team
in house.

©

SolidWorks CAD was used to sketch and plan
the system design. A high-resolution rendering
of the final model was created in the program.

© Oral Roberts University

Six

engineering students design
an aircraft simulator to
incorporate virtual reality

aircraft-motion simulator happened in the

spring.

For many team members, the hands-on as
pect of the project was a highlight, as they had
not

had much of an

opportunity

to

do this type

of work

It all

began in an aircraft design course when en
gineering professor Dr. Dominic Halsmer tasked
two of his students with a
project to incorporate
virtual reality equipment and aircraft design. Con
nor McCain and
John Voth answered the call.
"We brainstormed for

a

while, and then

over

the summer, I stumbled upon the idea of
creating
a VR [virtual
reality] aircraft motion simulator,"

Voth said. "With the

help

of Richard

Ernst,I

co

grant for the President's Research Fund
with Dr. Halsmer for a variety of different initia
tives all geared at VR Aircraft
Design education."
wrote

a

Fortunately, they

received

enough grant

money from the President's Research Fund
construct the motion simulator and elected
turn

the idea into

would be

a

designed,

senior

project.

The

built and tested

by

to

to

project
a

team

of six talented senior engineering majors. This is
howTeam SOAR was born.
The team consisted of five mechanical en

gineering majors-David Ahrens, Nate Frai
ley, Connor McCain, Jordan Reutter and John
Voth-as well as one electrical engineering major,
Matthew Samuelson. Because of the broad scope
of the project, the team operated on a tight sched
ule

over

two semesters to

complete

the

project
engineering

promptly. The first stage focused on
analysis and research. Before any design work or
creation could take place, the team had to prove
the validity of their idea and strategy, which re
quired most of the first semester. Much of the
design and construction of Team SOAR's custom

previously.
"Taking a design and converting it into
something tangible-holding it in my hands
that is something I really enjoy," Frailey said.
The completed simulator moves using a "six
degrees of freedom" system with six metal rods
supporting a chair in the center. The complexity
of the

project comes not only from the mechani
simulator, but also from the intersection of the
physical machine and the virtual reality technology.
cal

The six rods

move

and

rotate

the chair in response

the

participant's desired flight simulation.
"Our project is not just the physical simu
lator, but also being able to design your own
airplane in this program called XSimulator and
[upload] it to our simulator, so you can actually
experience fiying your own aircraft," Reutter said.
Throughout their process, this team has
to

faced both difficulties and victories, but one of
the highlights has been the cooperation and de
votion of its members.

"We have worked

Ahrens said.

"Everyone
their strengths."
In the

together really well,"
has always played to

future, Team SOAR's simulator

be housed in the Global

Learning

will

Center and

will be utilized for educational purposes, such as
in Dr. Halsmer's Aircraft
Design course, where
students will be able

fiy

to

design

their aircraft and

it with the team's simulator.

Thanks

to

Team

SOAR, ORU's upcoming

students will be able

engineering
plane and fiy it too.

© Oral Roberts University

to

build their

Faculty, students and familly gathered in Fireside at the
end of the semester for the unveiling of the printed magazine.

IMMORTALIZ
© Oral Roberts University

© Oral Roberts University

For those with

a

knack

to

heal and

drive

a

to

learn how the mind works and processes infor
mation, ORU's Department of Behavioral
Clenree
........

does

_o.II...)o�ver

just

that. Students in the

fields of all

sorts

depart

in order to

come

together and help the hurting across the world.
department houses three major fields of
study: psychology, social justice and social work.
The department's main goal is to teach students
how to be academically inclined, spiritually
balanced and more than prepared to help those
in need of a healing touch or a helping hand.
The department has had many faculty and
student accomplishments throughout the years.
Brittany Oelze, senior social work major, was
awarded the Undergraduate Social Work Student
This

of the Year award for the
the National Association

state

of Oklahoma

of Social Workers

State Conference. Another award
Dr.

Lanny Endicott, who

at

is

was

helping

given

to

with the

"PLANiTULSA
to

process

help

Program," a city-wide planning

better address the needs of Tulsa

citizens.

Ptomey, freshman psychology major,
explore this field of study
"Being here is such an amazing opportunity
for me," Ptomey said. "So far, all of my professors
are so
passionate about what they're teaching,
and I think that's amazing."
Ptomey is interested in behavioral sciences
because she has friends and family members who
struggle with mental health issues. She wants to
help people break free from the prison of mental
illness that hinders their everyday lives.
The Department of Behavioral Sciences has
Faith

is very excited to

.

had many achievements over the years. Students
are excited to learn what God can do as
they
take

on

the

responsibility

of healing those with

mental illness and whatever else the world
throws

Faith

© Oral Roberts University

at

them.

Ptomey, freshman psychology major, looks forwasd to her foun years
studying in the Behavioral Scienoes Iilepartmenu

Story: Ashley Beal
Photo: Pauline Yoo

Design: Brooklynn Spille
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In Fall 2017, students

run the last leg of the Fun Run on the new
ONEOK track for the first time since its opening.

© Oral Roberts University
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SIMULATING

GRU's

The

weight of the world was
80 students

over

most

this

Humanities and Government Department
hosts a mock worldwide crisis on campus

History,

the

on

of the campus

on

morning

stayed

warm

early Saturday morning,
juggled fake

floor of the GC

meetings

with

the shoulders of

ambassadors,

a

major earthquake, several members
cabinet were fired, cyber security was

of April 16. As

of the US

and

compromised, most countries dealt with
nomic collapse and many other crises, left

those

slept

on

in

on

the sixth

press conferences,
economic collapses,

and other crises.

bombings

math of

eco

both

solved and unsolved.
As countries dealt with
financial

budgeting,

damage

control and

the simulation

organizers

The 2018 Global Crisis Simulation consist
ed of eight countries, the United Nations Secu

threw additional scenarios into the chaos such

rity Council and four reporters for the interna
tional press. Students from ORU, NSU, TU and
even a few
high schoolers stepped into the shoes

manuel Macron.
tweeted the

of world leaders for

account.

day.
"Our goal ofGCS is always to help students

learn how
er

to

a

deal with real world

a

for students

to

develop fast and strategic decision

making skills, negotiation

understanding

tactics and

a

greater

of international public

policy.
assigned their own
meeting rooms to develop a plan of action for
each crisis and given individual Twitter accounts
The

to

countries

were

further communicate.

nity. Each reporter, representing a different news
outlet (AP, CNN, MSNBC and Fox), hurried
event

of countries and

parody-Macron

heard

meetings between government officials via
their own Twitter feed.

During the seven-hour event, ISIS bombed
five countries, Japan struggled with the after-

personal

DEN UNDER A TABLE."
Unable

to

pay the billion dollar ransom,

France suffered the
that led

torture
was

to a

repercussions of Macron's
loss of a finger before he

executed.

The simulation ended when South Korea,
Russia, Iran, China, Japan and Egypt united to
gether in Asia and the Middle East against the
United States and its allies.
As the

stayed

team

representing

throughout

kept

their

genuine Russian foreign and do
policy, they racked up the most points

and took home the "Most

try"

Russia

the simulation and

true to

mestic

Outstanding

award. Other individual awards

Coun

were

given

for different

categories.
major one may be, you can al
should always know how to properly

and

sought to report on actions
publish any tips, leaks or over

from his

"THEY'RE KEEPING ME HID

economy stable

Members of the international press lived
to their name as
up
they pressed for informa
tion from leaders of countries at every
opportu

around the

staged kidnapping of French President Em
"CAN Y'ALL HELP ME OVER HERE,"

crises," Heath

lead

organizer of the event, said.
This annual event presents the opportunity

Snow,

as a

"Whatever

ways and
work together with others

thrown

at

you,"

prepare you for your
path one chooses."

© Oral Roberts University

to

solve the issues

Snow said. "This

event

future, whichever

helps
career

Julie Flores acts as the prime minister of France to
discuss with her fellow cabinet members what to do
after their

president's kidnapping.

Vice President of the United States Cole Ford

®
©

speaks
Secretary of State Hannah Brenneke with
fellow cabinet members standing by.

to the US

U.S. Public Relations Specialist Jonathan Roesler
and Secretary of Defense Kirsta Simpson discuss
what to share on social media as the country works
through the world crises.
The team behind the

@

scenes

gathers

after the

day is done.
Orth

was

In the end, President of France Noah
assassinated by terrorists Phil Snow and

Ismael Sahirou.

Ruby Libertus, Sariah DeGarmo
as planners of the Global

and Heather Snow served

Crisis Simulation.
Minister of

Emergency Situations for Russia Erica
Baker devises plans for resolutions and counterat
tacks during the simulation.

5�a�
9011 cH�A
..

diS;"fof!ol.4h:n

4 f\')t_ �

joVt.

jobn

b�
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few

Students find enriching and friendly

community in the Honors Program

organizations that

program offers

Founded

on

principles

of excellence and achieve

ment, the honors program allows students from
all backgrounds to build friendships to last well

beyond graduation.
fostered

on

These

the floors

honors students

friendships are often
specifically dedicated to

Chandler Holcomb, junior
Old Testament major, experienced first-hand.
as

"My freshman year, I lived on the honors

floor,"

Holcomb said. "The guys on my floor were pretty
involved in the program, and I enjoyed the atmo

sphere

of

faith-centered, intellectual community
questions of anything. I
love with all the people and just ended up
a

that didn't avoid the hard

fell in

I have been

a

part of in

the past that have held such a wide base of be
liefs while remaining encouraging. The honors
a

experience

vast

discussion, learning

in terms of

and

theology, which en
by affirming some of what
they believe, challenging other viewpoints and
deepening their understanding of all of it."

riches every student

The

honors

program encourages students
intellectually and spiritually togeth

to

develop

er

with their

classmates, building

community. Every

a

tight-knit

member is valued and heard.

They encourage one another to strive for excellence,
taking steps together to become the best they can be.
"The Bible is very clear that
pany will determine and guide our
Holcomb said.

"Being

our

com

character,"

around such studious in

making them my mends more than attending event
after event, though I was at most of them."
Living in such close proximity with other
honors students allowed Holcomb to make deep,
lasting connections, as well as take full advantage

taught me much about studying
challenged me to set consistent and disci
plined habits."
Students graduating with honors from

of all the honors program has to offer.
"The uniqueness of the honors program
in
lies
its diversity," Holcomb said. "There are

confident in the work

dividuals has
and

ORU

can

and smile

look back

at

the

knowing they can
steadfastness
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no

on

their time here and feel

they have accomplished
friendships they cultivated,
rely on those honored friends'

matter

what.

Story: Hannah Fletcher
Photos: Grant Swank and Erin Cruise
Design: Christina Cavazos

At the annual Honors

© Oral Roberts University

Retreat, students

o

engage in a massive shaving
before jumping in the lake.

®

Jonathan Harris, Slade Hogan and Chandler
Holcomb met each other on the Honors floor
during their freshman year.

©

Ashley Mlacker, chaplain of an Honors floor,
spends time relaxing during Honors Retreat.

@

Park after the

Students enjoy

swimming

shaving

at

cream

cream war

Sequoyah State
fight.

NuVOICES

Daniel Addo sings a 1950's soul
rendition of "0 Holy Night" at ORU

Family Christmas.

®

Candera Gilbert and the NuVoices
Ensemble present music for the
Faculty and Employee Christmas

Banquet.

©

@

Daniel Addo and the ladies of the
NuVoices Ensemble perform at The

Family Christmas

event.

Christian Branham and the NuVoices
Ensemble lead worship at Hinsley
Temple Church in Atlanta, GA during
their annual spring break tour.
2017-18 NuVoices International
Gospel Ensemble closes out their
spring break tour at Cathedral of
Faith COGIC in Atlanta, GA

© Oral Roberts University

NEW HEIGHTS
incredible

Nu Voices takes their music min

istry on

tour to

Oral Roberts

pel

a

heart for the Lord that

hit the stage.

They have
always been a student and faculty favorite, but in
2018, NuVoices expanded into more than just
comes

the Tulsa

In

one

left

they

area.

the

getting

closer

as

a

group,

powerful thing to me,"
Vauntez Purnell, sophomore finance major, said.
as a

team,

was

most

"We shared testimonies, and
comfortable with each other,
more

spring, the music ensemble sent their
10-person team all the way to Atlanta, Geor
gia on tour. They sang, danced and ministered
in a variety of other ways to a multitude of local
churches and people all over the city. They saw

him.

on

"The time spent

University's international gos

choir Nu Voices has
alive when

Atlanta, Georgia

things and got to impact the city with
healing in ways they never dreamed. To
singer, though, the true impact was the one

God's

with

forget

us

these

and take

people

Purnell and the
a name

us to new

and I

what the Lord has for

as
we

us

we

got

saw

more

God do

places. I'll never

am so

excited about

in the future."

ofNu Voices have made
for themselves and the ORU Music De

partment

© Oral Roberts University

across

rest

the country.

Senior

nursing students

Ghana to

serve

in

a

travel to
local hospital

The Anna
Roberts

Vaughn College of Nursing at Oral
University is one of the largest growing

programs at ORU. Their mission is to teach and
prepare students to become competent graduates
in true ORU fashion

through mind, body and
spirit.
eventually go out and tend
to the
physical, psychosocial and spiritual health
of people all around the world.
For four weeks in January and February, stu
dents from the department went on an excursion
to Ghana, Africa. Assistant Professor of
Nursing

broken nation.

During the trip, these students
taught
all-girls school in Kumasi, Ghana,
which was built by an ORU College of Nursing
graduate. They also helped in the school's adjacent
hospital and in the church. The students were also
able to bring science equipment in order to prop
erly teach the children-something they were not
in

able

These students

Rebecca Poore
niors

oversaw

the

trip

of five 0 RU

se

their

life-changing journey.
Nursing seniors Ashley Crane, Anna Boyd,
Elexus Morton, Kayleigh Phillips and John Sher
wood not only helped the local people in Ghana,
on

but also continued their classwork in the process.
changed lives, healed people and
demonstrated the love of God to a hurting and

These students

or

an

allowed

Before

do in the past.
embarking on this

nursing majors

Leadership

to

were

journey,

these

first take the

required
specifically designed
to

of Nursing class

for the

trip. The fall semester class prepares the
participants for what to expect, how to prepare for
the great need in Ghana and what they will be re
quired to do while there. Every year, they fly into
the
at

capital

of Ghana and stay in the compound
Hospital. Once there, these

Manna Mission

students go to normal classes while also
educational skills to the Ghana natives.

"These students go

this

teaching

trip not only to
need, but also to practice the skills
help
that [ORU] has equipped them with,"Poore said.

© Oral Roberts University

those in

on
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Students and faculty in the Theology and
Ministry Department take guests on a

Journey to
A great oak looms

stretching

out

in

over
an

the Cross

the

forest,

its branches

all-encompassing

canopy.

Birds find their homes in its arms, and all manner
of animals feast on its fruits and flourish in its
shade. Nature follows the pattern of its creator,
and just as the tree of life provides for its inhabit

by drawing water from its roots, so Jesus pro
vided the world with eternal salvation by drawing
on His roots in
family. The 2018 Journey to the
ants

Cross exhibit

This is

was

an

focused

on

this theme.

annual exhibit

running

in

April

every year. The Media and Technology in Min
istry class begins with a clean slate and builds the

exhibit from the

ground

up. Students

can

walk

The theme,
an

Rooted, took students through

exhibit focused

on

Jesus' family

roots.

Every student involved made a unique contribu
tion to the project-Journey is meant to appeal
every kind of student.
"When you have a diverse group of people
working on the same project, it immediately
to

wider audience," Samuel
leadership and ministry major,

becomes relevant

Greer,

senior

said. "We

to a

the artist, scholar
and kinesthetic learner because we don't want

intentionally engage

anyone left unreached."
Those involved in the
a

massive

out

development of such
undertaking reported getting as much

experience as the students witnessing it.
always incredible to see how God takes an

of the

section of the prayer tower to view its

"It's

many different elements and connect with the
Lord in their own unique way. Journey started
with a God-given vision received by Professor

idea and

the end of2017. An open dia
Kerry
logue with the Lord was an important part of the

vious year,
more on
tive side for the 2018 exhibit. Provost,

through

a

Loescher

at

process, and everyone involved
their particular puzzle piece.

was

in prayer

over

it," Nicole Provost, junior leadership and minis
try major, said. "She's not kidding. I had no idea
what I was going to do, but God just began de

veloping ideas."

turns

said. "God

it into

never

fails

Greer, who was
was

able

something complete," Greer
speak to me while I'm here."

to

an

to

active

to

the Journey

with

to

the pre
the administra

participant

be

participant, greatly appreciated
her time

"Professor Loesher tells every student to be
in prayer over Journey, that the Lord will lead

Each

part of the exhibit presented a unique method
of interacting with the stories of Jesus' family.

her

first-year
ability to give
a

the Cross.

"Working
large group, preparing,
praying and making it all happen took a lot of
sacrifice," Provost said. "It was so worth being
able to see how many people were given a space
to cry out to the Lord, thank Him and
just ex
perience His love."
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THE

Brand

study abroad program sends
seven students to study in Paris, France
new

ORU

academic program
the fall of 2018. Seven wide-eyed students traveled

went

during

abroad with their first

ever

Tulsa, Oklahoma to Paris, France for the maiden voy
of
ORU's new study abroad program, lovingly referred
age
to as the Paris group.
"The overarching distinction of this new [study abroad]
from

program is that we are infusing ORU's DNA into studying
abroad," Dr. Kevin Schneider, executive director of the newly

founded Office of Global Service, said. "Before this program,
you might go overseas and have an amazing cultural experi
ence,

not

yet

different. We

spiritual

feel like you
want

you
environment."

ORU

[Church],

a

are

any way tied

have the

with

partnered
located in

to

small

to

experience

Martin
town near

ORU. This is

and

a

dynamic

Luther

King Eglise

Paris, to

immerse stu

dents in the life of a normal French citizen. Students took on
line ORU classes while

attending language school and serving

the church. Along with classes and service, students partici
pated in weekly excursions around Paris, where a French guide
at

and

tutor

led them

through some of the most historically sig
history and fed them some of the best

nificant sites in French

food in the world.
MLK housed the
the

church, where
One

a

seven

ORU

girls

in flats connected to

French house-mother watched

in

stands

over

them.

in the

night particular
group's memo
ry-the American holiday, Thanksgiving. The students cooked
all day until smells of turkey and mashed potatoes wafted
throughout the entire building. They set up long tables in the
church and decorated them with baguettes and freshly cut
flowers. More and more French people piled into the room, far
more than the Americans had invited. But as the
night wore
on, the food never ran out. As the girls cut the pies, they sang
the United States' anthem. Not

out

to

be

outdone, their French

guests sang France's national anthem at the top of their lungs.
There were two cultures in the room, but only one heart.
The Office of Global

that manages the Study
the
Paris program thrive,
department, plans
while launching several other programs around the world.

Abroad

© Oral Roberts University

Service,

to see

Story: Paige McQueen
by Paige McQueen
Design: Brooklynn Spille

Photos: Provided

o

Students visit Le Louvre, the massive former
palace-turned-museum, several times during their
four-month stay in Paris, France.

®

during

Lauren

Dunlap admires
one

a painting in Le Louvre
of the many cultural excursions.

©

Students visit Saint-Chapel Ie, a gothic-style chapel
built in the 1200s which houses 15 stained glass
windows displaying scenes from the Old and New
Testament.

@

and

Students visit

Hamburg, Germany during fall break
enjoy everything the city had to offer-including

the food.

®
®

@
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Students take a weekend to explore Normandy,
they visited Mont Saint-Michel, a monastery

where

located

on a

Esty Dillard

small island off the coast of France.

and

Paige McQueen hug

excited to visit the Eiffel Tower
in France.

Michaela Hauke enjoys
the south of France.

a

on

each other,
their first full day

lush garden while

visiting

was

the

It

moment

waiting for,

the class of 2018 had

but

not

only been

for. On

preparing
May 5th, over 700
in
the
Mabee Center one
graduates gathered together
last time for their graduation ceremony. President Wil
son
opened commencement, welcoming family, friends
and guests who came to celebrate the
graduates. The

ORUWorship team later took the stage to lead hundreds
of attendees in song.
The 2018 commencement

speaker

was

Clifton Taul

bert, Pulitzer-nominated author, entrepreneur and president
and CEO of The Freemount
to

Corporation. Taulbert spoke
graduates about trusting God no matter which path
lives take because God has plans for each and every

the

their
one

of us.

Kimberlyn Simon, senior communication major, was
speaker. She reminded the audience of the

the student
statement

President Wilson would make

at

the end of ev

chapel service, "Go change your world." Simon chal
lenged her fellow graduates to accept the call to change
their world for God's kingdom.
After each graduate walked across the stage to receive
their diploma, shook President Wilson's hand and re
ceived a brand new Bible signed by Wilson, balloons and
confetti rained from the ceiling as these former students
were at last declared Oral Roberts
University alumni.
ery

DRU Worship Director Kristen Thomas leads thousands of
people in worship during the graduation ceremony.

o

President Wilson speaks proudly to the 2018 class, encouraging
them to take DRU's identity with them into the workplace.

®

Confetti explodes above the graduating class

the ceremony
draws to a close.
as

©

© Oral Roberts University

@

Cameras capture the commencement and broadcast
it live to ORU's national television channel, GEB.

®

Over 700 ORU students stand for the worship service
before crossing the graduation stage.

®

Kimberlyn Simon delivers the student
speech before receiving her diploma.

@

© Oral Roberts University

response

Performances of songs like "Miracles" by Jesus
Culture led graduates, friends and family into

powerful worship.

© Oral Roberts University
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c

»

Gifty Abishai
Di'mehlia Adamson
Andrea Adelmann

-

-

Marlindah Adriaansz

SR

-

Brenda Aldama

-

Jacinda Alexander

-

Renea Allen

-

Shirley Allen

JR

SR
SR
SR

-

Evan Allman

SR

-

PHD

-

Kalynn Amburn
Taylor Andersen

SO

-

FR

-

Sarah Anderson

-

Benjamin Andrew

-

Anderae Antonio

-

Ana

Apolo
Alejandrea Arevalo-Samayo

-

-

Ana Avila

-

Babo

Bailey

SO

-

Lydia Alabach

Anna

SR

-

Olubukunmi Akihremi

Mercy

FR

-

Wesley Ahrens

JR
JR
SR

-

Aguilar

William Aluwadare

SR

-

Elise Adelmann

Deidra

SR

-

-

-

JR
SR

SR

SR
SR
SR
FR

SO
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Brynna Bailey
Reginald Bailey

SR

Juanita Baiza

JR

-

Olivia Baker

FR

-

-

SR

-

Faith Balderrama

Joel Barr

SR

-

Mariana Barreiro

Miqueas

SO

-

SR

-

Anna

FR

-

SO

-

Allison Bell

JR

-

Deborah Bartruff
Rosa Beitia

SO

-

Barreiro

Berg JR
Grace Bergner
-

Emily Bernard
Barrett Bersin

JR
JR

-

Cherish Bersin

JR

-

Maria Betancur
Allie Betts

SR

-

-

JR

-

JR

-

Aaron Bickers

FR

-

Jacob Bishoff

SR

-

Sydney Bishoff SO
Emily Bishop SR
Emmagail Bowers JR
-

-

-

Anna Bowman

Anna

Boyd

-

-

SR

SR

Dylan Bradshaw SR
Alana Brand
GR
Caleb Brasel
JR
-

-

-

Joshua Braun

SO
Hannah Brennecke
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-

-

SO

Bear Britt

SR

-

Allie Broaddus
Caleb Brown

SO

-

Jacqueline Brown
Stephanie Brown

Abby

GR

-

FR

-

Brue

SO

-

She Brunson

FR

-

Dewayne Bryant

SR

-

Joel Buchanan

FR

-

Mackenzie Buhr

FR

-

Carolina Bukele

-

Burk

Mickayla
Ashley Burns

SO

-

-

Travis Burton

-

Chloe Busse

SR

-

Priscilla Caldwell

-

Camacho

Alejandro
Andrew

Campbell

-

-

-

Sharah Canfield

-

Hannah Carmichael

Caitlin

-

Carpenter

Alejandro

-

Castro

-

-

SR
FR

JR

SR

-

Matthew Caswell
Christina Cavazos

JR
FR

SR

-

Caleb Carter

JR

SO

-

Joy Carignan

JR
SO

-

Joseph Campbell
Taylor Campers

JR
FR

FR

-

Caissna

JR
SR

-

Caleb Burns

Brittany

JR

-

JR

SO
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FR
Phantasia Chavers
Yabing Chen SR
Sophia Chimento SR
-

-

-

Olivia Chiodo

JR

-

Sophia Chiodo

FR

-

Rejoice Christisking

-

JR

Jonathan Cieplechowicz
Meleah Clark
SO
-

Laramie Cochran

Macy

Cochran

Abigail Cole
Faron Cole

FR

-

FR

-

Chernet Coleman
Jessica Collier
Michael

JR

-

SR

-

FR

-

SR

-

Colunga

SR

-

Troy Conley JR
Taylor Conlon FR
Timothy Conn JR
Alejandro Contreras
-

-

-

Joshua Corsaro

Micaela Crandall

Morgan Crane
John Crater

-

SO

JR

-

SO

-

SO

-

SO
Destiny Crawford
Josh Crow
FR
-

-

JR

-

Erin Cruise
Alicia Crum

SO

-

-

FR

Hannah Dalton

SR
Matthew Daniels
FR
Na'Coleone Daniels
SR
-

-

-
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-

SO

Yamel David
Laura Davis

-

-

Emely Deras

SO

-

Rachael Dew

GR

-

Christina Dewar

Rucely

-

Diaz

Patricia Dickson
Elora Dodd

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ertl

-

Amy Escobar

Renata Ferrantino

SR

-

Somtochukwn Ekwempu
Destiny Elmore
Robert Emanuel

-

-

FR

SO

-

Torin Ekblad

Micah Farnsworth
Luis Fernandez

SR

-

Isaiah Ebert

JR
SR

-

Lydia Echols
Alyssa Edwards
Ashlyn Edwards

Rebekah Farell
Omar Farfan

SR

-

Anna Duininck
Emerald Earnest

Haley

SO

-

Raegan Dougharty

JR
FR

-

Kalen Dotson
Nathaniel Dotson

JR
FR

-

Andrea Doto

JR
FR

-

Sarah Deuschle

JR

JR
FR

SR

SR
SR
FR
FR

SR

JR

SO

-

SO

-

-

-

JR
JR
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Ferreyro SR
FR
Elana Fielding
FR
Lucia Figueroa
SO
Jonathan Finley
Lacey Finley SO
David

-

-

-

-

-

Linda

Fleming

GR

-

Hannah Fletcher
Brenda Flores

Anthony Floyd
Cole Ford

-

JR

-

SO

-

SR

-

JR

Gregory Ford

JR

-

Matthew Foster
Jacob

SR

-

Foye SR
Nathaniel Frailey
SR
Emily Franklin JR
-

-

-

Emily Freel

SR

-

Mason French

Hannah Fritz
Esther
Kara

SR

-

FR

-

Fryc JR
Galloway FR
-

-

Joanna Gamble

SO

-

Francesca Garbrah
JR
Rebeckah Garcia
SO
Cindy Garcia-Perez SO
Brandon Garner
SR
-

-

-

-

Emily Garvie

JR
Cassandra Garza
SR
Esther Gatica
SR
Simona Gatto
FR
-

-

-

-

Dayronda
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Gause

-

FR

Katarina Gazelka

SR

-

Courtney Gentry

-

Olivia Gerard

-

Alyssa Gerick

SO

-

Anna Glassman

FR

-

Tabitha Golden

-

Emily Golding

SO

-

Selena Gomez

-

Joshue Gonzalez
Xavier Gonzalez

-

-

Emily Goodwin

-

Pragasen Gopal
Alycia Graeff

-

-

Isaac Green

-

Katelyn Grubb
Rebekah Guajardo
Michael Guffey

-

-

-

Adelina Guiterrez

-

Kaitlyn Gustin

-

Carissa Gutierrez
Natalie Guttman

-

-

SR
SR
FR

SR
SR
FR

FR
SR

SR

-

Kharis

JR

SR

SO

-

Isaac Grimes

JR

GR

-

Sarah Grasso

JR
JR

-

Kevin Goodman

JR
SR

-

Matthew Gomez

Hagen
Kathryne Hall
Kylie Halter

FR

-

Audrey Goins

JR

SR

-

Jillian Gibson

JR

JR
SR
GR

-

-

FR
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Mikayla Hamilton
Serenity Harper
Haley Harris JR
Laura Hartje
JR

FR

-

FR

-

-

-

Brittan Helm

FR

-

Daniel Henderson
Luke

JR

-

Lauren Hendricks

SR

-

Henry FR
Henry SR
Shae Hensley
FR
-

Morandon

-

-

Gabriela Hernandez
Jose Hernandez

SR

-

JR

-

Rebekah Hernandez
Valeria Herndandez

Carey

Herrera

-

JR
JR

-

SR

-

Sarah

Higginbotham
Stephen Hilborn JR

-

SR

-

Grant Holcomb
Chloe Holden

Krislyn Holder

SR

-

JR

-

-

SO

Heather Holderness
JR
Hannah Holfinger
SR
-

-

Makenzie
Joshua

Hollingsworth
Holsing SR

Willie Horn

-

-

FR

Brooklyn Houser
Peter

-

Housewright

FR

SO
Wesley Houts FR
Heaven Howton
FR
Markus Huebner
SO
-

-

-
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-

-

JR

Emily Huene

-

Jacob Huene

Michael Huene
Deborah Hunt

SO

-

Sophia Ingram

-

Jaquez
Brandon Jaquis

SR

-

Desiree John

SR

-

-

Edward Johnson

-

Elizabeth Johnson

-

JR
SR
FR

-JR

JazmynJohnson

Parker Johnson

-

Jesse Johnston

Brynn Jones

-

SR

-

Marley Jones
Raymond Jones
Tamika-Diandra Joseph

-

-

-

Christy Kaneta
Laura Kaneta

-

-

Keating

FR
SO

-

Jared Jones

SR
SR

-

Isaiah Jones

Rachel Kibble

SR

-

Benjamin Johnson

JR

SO

-

Jamie Jeemon

Bridgette Kent
Haley Keuhn

SO

-

Rafael

Sara Keno

FR

-

Joshua Jackson

Donald

SR

-

Nathan Irwin

JR
SO

-

JR
SR
SR
SR

SR

FR

-

SO

-

FR

-

-

-

JR

JR
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Hongyeol Kim SR
Ashlynn Kinzel JR
GR
Darrin Kissinger
-

-

-

Alan Kline

SR

-

Jonathan Kline

JR

-

Lauren Knibbe

JR

-

Maxwell Knibbe

FR

-

Rachel Knowles

SO

-

Jack

JR

Koszykowski
Vonny Kumala JR
-

-

Aleah Laforce

SO

-

Lashund Lambert
Driennah

Laney

Brian Larue

Tara Lau

Keenan

-

-

JR

SR

Laymon

Daniel Leander

SR
JR

-

Leupen

Devon Lewis

JR

-

-

LeeAnn LeMarr
Charles

SO

-

JR

-

-

SO

SR

-

Patrice Lewis

JR

-

Ruth

Lightfoot
Sylvie Lightfoot

SO

-

SR
Michael Limentato
SR
Dai Liu
GR
-

-

-

Mallorie

Lloyd SR
Tyler Loupe SO
Jeremy Luczak JR
-

-

-

Tevin Macias

Mirage Mack
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-

-

SR
JR

Jonathan Madava
Garrett Maddox
Taylor Maddox
Nethanel Maldonado
Madeline Malone

-

SO

-

-

Polo Mann

-

Mapininga
Amanda Maple

-

-

Jori Marshall

-

Azra Martinez
Esmerelda Martinez
Kasandra Martinez

SR
SO

-

SO

-

Erica Mathis

SO

-

Jamia Matthews

-

Victoria

Mayes
Josabet Mayorga

-

-

Connor McGraw

-

Kristian McGraw

-

Mckenna McGraw

Alyssa McGuire

-

Guy McGuire

JR

FR
SR
SR
SO

-

FR

FR

-

Christian McPherson

JR
FR

-

Brody McCrackin

FR

FR

-

-

Cierra Marvin

JR
FR

SR
FR

-

Michael Martin

JR

SO

-

Jasmin Marko

Victor Mendoza

FR

-

Taririo

FR
SR

-

Vinay Manda

Paige McQueen
Paul Meddaugh

SR

-

-

-

JR
JR
SO

-

-

JR
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Lauren

Meyer

FR

-

Markus Michalak
Jessika Miller

Matthew Miller
Samuel Mills

JR

-

SR

-

Sarah Mitchell

-

Ashley Mlacker
Maria Mmari

SR

JR

-

Jordan Miner

-

FR

-

-

SO
JR

GR

-

Nolan Monnier

SO

-

Thomas Monnier

Nicole

SO

-

Samuel Moreira

SR

-

Malarie Morales

SR

-

Morgan SR
Alyssa Morgenthaler

Bobbi

-

Moroney

SR

SO

-

Miranda Morrison
Karla Morton

-

-

SO

JR

-

Kya Moseley
Micah Moseley

FR

Hannah Mou

SO

-

-

-

FR

Charmiane Mukurazhizha
Rebecca Mulvaney
SO
-

Adam
Isaac

Muly
Muly

FR

-

FR

-

Megan Munhofan
Olivia Munn
SR
Tevan Myatt
SR

-

-

-

Susan

Nailey

Laura Nash
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-

-

SR

SR

FR

-

FR

Tequila Nash

-

SO

-

SR

-

FR

-

Nix

-

FR

-

-

Efua Okoruwa

-

Olagoke-Daniel
Kaitlyn Olson
Lindsay Olson

-

-

-

Toluwanimi Olufawo

-

Olusiji Olutoto

-

Francine Orlean

-

FR
FR

FR
FR

SR

-

SR

-

-

-

-

SR

GR

-

Katherine Osborne
Carol Overbey

SR
SR

GR

-

Mauricio Onoro
Desiree Opoku

JR

GR

-

William Oluwadare

Margaret Owusu

FR

-

Ochanya Ocheola-Oki

Maytte Orozco
Ysabella Ortegon

SR

-

Nye

JR

SR

-

Nun

Ezichi Nwaneli

Susan

SO

-

Ethan Norvell

Parker

FR

-

Emmanuel Nieves

JR

FR

-

Tavare Nickson

Ning

SR

-

Ciang Nem
Hope Ngo

Alyha

GR

-

Guilliam Nel
Cole Nelson
Hannah Nelson
Stuart Nelson

JR
JR

SR
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Gabriella Paiva

FR

-

SO

Kiley Palmer
Mayra Palomo
Alex Papa
SR
Hyunsoo Park
-

FR

-

-

SO

-

Nathan Park

SR

-

Cullen Parker

JR

-

Maggie Parsons SO
Megan Paulson FR
Anna Payne
SO
-

-

-

Olivia Penner

SO

-

Wyatt Pennington
Priscilla Perez
Brestina

SR

-

JR

-

Perry JR
Benjamin Peterson
-

Ruth Philip
SR
Kayleigh Phillips

SR

-

-

-

SR

Princess Pimentel

-

Timofey Plyushko
Brittany Prada FR
-

FR

GR

-

Mykala Prado

SR

-

Prudence Pratt
Claire Prentice

SO

-

FR

-

Lauren Prentice

Kaleb

Presley

-

JR

SR

-

Megan Pronger

SR
Ashlan Prout
JR
Vauntez Purnell
SO
-

-

-

Stephen Quant
Rebecca Raby

© Oral Roberts University

-

-

SO
JR

Evan

Ramasawmy

-

Alison Ramsey
Sarah Rausch

-

-

Benjamin Ray
Kristina

SO

-

Brittany Reagle
Teja Reaves-Mckee

GR

-

Chloe Resendiz
Kara Reutter

-

SR

-

SO

-

Grayson Robinson

-

Abigail Rodriguez

-

Gabrielle Roesler

-

Jonathan Roesler

-

Megan Rogers
Juan Rojas

-

-

Sarah

Rojas
Kyle Ross

-

-

Carmen Ruiz

-

Sarah Rummage

-

-

-

-

JR
SR

SO
SO
SO

SR
FR

SO

SO

SO

-

-

FR

SO

-

Joshua Rubio

Micah Saenz

SO

-

Patricia Rivera

JR

SO

-

Ashley Riggs

Jason Salvato

FR

-

Hannah Richardson

Tyler Russell
Ryals
Austin Ryden

FR

-

Lydia Reynolds

Jantzen

SR

-

Joi-Michelle Rhodes

JR
JR
SR

-

Ray

JR

SR
JR
FR
FR
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SR
Matthew Samuelson
FR
Gabriel Sanches
-

-

Kelvin Sanchez
Titus Schmitt

Sean

JR

Scoggin

SO

-

JR

-

Arianna
Julia

FR

-

-

Natalie Seale

FR

Seigel
Segiel JR
-

-

Ian Sevier

-

SR

Emma Shaw

SR

-

Jonah Sheffield
Austin Short
Silva

Kimberlyn

-

SR

-

Wuyinga Shen

Kelly

SR

-

Ethan Schaffer

SR

-

SR

SR

-

Simon

SR

-

Matthew Simonson
Diamond

Sippo

Benjamin

Skeie

Robert Smalls

-

SR

-

FR

-

JR

Shannon Smith
Weston Smith

JR

-

Benjamin Smith
Scott Smith

SO

JR

-

Hannah Smith

-

JR

-

FR

-

-

JR

Madison

Solberg JR
Keely Sparkman FR
Sarah Spencer
SO
Ashley Sperrey SR
Simeon Spiess
FR
-

-

-

-

-
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Brooklynn Spille
Luke Spinardi
Rebeckah Spinardi

-

-

Christina Stern

-

-

Strysko

SR

-

-

Grant Swank
Christian Swanson

SO

-

Hudson Taber

-

Taylor
Jasmine Taylor
Amber Teague

-

-

-

Blake Thomas

-

Thompson

-

Reagan Tifft

Tompkins

Andrei Tone

Lauren Toole

-

-

-

-

-

JR
SR

-

Thomasson

JR
FR

SR

-

Jerrod Thomas

Isaac

SR

-

Elizabeth Teeman

Matthew Tilus

FR

-

Bailee Thomas

JR

SO

-

Laura Tham

JR

SO

-

Anna

JR
FR

SR

-

Camille Suter

William

FR

-

Taylor Stewart
Sydney Stoever

JR

SO

-

Brandi Steiner

Lyndie

FR

-

Jocelyn Steart

Christiana

SR

-

Ashton Stafford
Danielle Stavros

JR
SR

-

JR
JR

SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
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Charmane Townsend
Danielle Tramontozzi
Cheyenne Treadwell
Aubree Treadwell
Go

Tuang

Scott Turner

JR

-

Amber Turner

JR

-

SO

-

Timothy Turner
Tebogo Twaise

Megan Unruh
Kaory Ussery

SR

-

FR

-

SR

-

JR

-

Sarah Valcarcel
Jesus Valdez

SO

-

JR

-

Michael Vandusen

Gerogia Vasiu
Vaughn
Tiffany Vidana
Magaly Villegas

SO

-

JR

-

JR

-

Vogel

FR

JR

-

Jafet Vindel

-

JR

-

Caleb

-

JR

Christian

Voigtlander
Keegan Von Atzigen

John Voth

Daniel

Wagner
Timothy Wahl
Sarah Waite

-

SR

-

SO

-

SO
-

Denica Walker
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JR

-

SO

-

SR

-

Nathaniel Wadsworth

Julia Waite

-

FR

-

SR

-

James Tucker

Caitlin

SR
SR
SR

-

-

SR
-

SR

-

SO

Landon Walker

-

Myaka Walker
Pearl Walters
Tara Ward
Amari

-

SR

-

Keely Waters
Kaylee Watson

-

-

Israel Wells

-

-

-

Brittany White

-

Whitney

-

Hosanna Wilder
Tamika

Wiley

Geoffrey

Wilis

Brittany

-

-

-

Sean Williams

-

Williamson
Jill Wiltz

Stephenie Wimberly

-

Anna Winder

-

-

-

-

JR
JR

SO

-

Elizabeth Willsea

SR

SO

-

Willcoxon

Gabrielle Williams

Devaughn

JR

SO

-

Kayla Williams

JR

SO

-

Natalie Wilkinson

JR

SO

-

Jessica Wildman

JR
SR

-

Averee Whited

JR

FR

-

Meaghan Werner
Ashton White

JR

SO

-

Sasha Wells

JR
GR

-

Moriah Wells

Brandi

FR

-

Miranda Weaver

JR
FR

-

Washington

JR

JR

JR
JR
FR

FR
FR
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Briana

Paige

Yancy

Ybarra

-

-

SO
JR

Emmanuel Yeboah
Kuan Yew

-

Chaewoon Yoo

Shae Zalenski

Thelzy

Joel Zamora

-

Abigail Zellmer

© Oral Roberts University

FR

-

Zamarron

-

SR

JR
-

SR

-

FR
-

SO

FR

© Oral Roberts University
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LARGEST
i FRESHMAN CLASS
'"

f Educating
=>

students from 83 countries, Oral
University housed the largest incoming
freshman class in ORU history, contributing to a
Roberts

total of 1,724

commuters

and

1,757 residents

on

campus in the 2017 fall semester. The continued
increase of incoming freshman over the last

few years led

to

a

campaign to fund
building.

successful 50-million-dollar
the construction of

a

new

dorm

MASSIVE
iDORM CHANGE

SUSIE NORTH!

Due

to

the increase of female students

on

campus,

the residence hall

previously known as Wesley
was
Luehring
changed to Susie North. The 60/40
ratio of females to males
prompted the dorm's
in
five female dorms and two
change, resulting
male dorms. New entrances were built
leading into
Michael Cardone. ORU planned to re-examine
the dorm change before the start of the 2018 school
year to decide ifthe change would remain temporary
or

become permanent.

;::::

�.

To cope with predicted increases in enrollment,
ORU changed certain aspects of the residential

buildings and their availability to students
for the 2018-2019 school year. These
changes included the conversion of
EMR and Claudius residence halls
all-freshman

buildings. Such
large displacement of students
caused all Towers buildingsto

Michael, Susie North,
and

Francis-to

upperclassmen-only
Per-semester
rates

the

Wesley Leuhring
___ ;

dorms.

housing
across

board,

with

EMR

and Claudius

prices rising

slightly and Towers prices
decreasing. ORU leadership
projected that the freshmen
class community would be
strengthened by this significant
shift in living spaces.

r.:

�

___

�

---,.

become

evened

___
,

Susie

were

Photo: Joshua Crow

----

a
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Hall

changes to Susie North.

,

New app helps students navigate campus
events, clubs, laundry, resources,
maps, class schedule and much
the tap of
Photo: Erin Cruise
more at

a

finger.

Carol Holderness greets commuters
they swipe in for chapel.

as

Photo:

Stephanie Wimberly

ORU APP�
ORU

partnered

with OOLALA Mobile

to

launch

a mobile
app at the beginning of the
school year designed to give students access to
information about various campus resources

and to help students engage in campus life.
The app had several features including portals
to the athletics website and numerous services
on

,NEW STAFF
In

2017,

new

Dr. Clarence

Boyd

was

armounced

Vice President of Student Life.

service in

the choice

early August,
as a

as

the

During a chapel

President Wilson described

"no-brainer."With Boyd's

the ORU administration armounced

a

The app also included
program allowing students

campus.

View,

a

available washers and
and check the
or

dryer

in real-time. In

could also

promotion,

multitude of

chaplain and interim head of the chaplain program, took
a new
post as director ofCommuter Engagement. Class
of 2016 alumnus Augustine Mendoza left his role as
ORU missions director to lead the chaplain program.
He and his

wife, Allie,

Andrea

are

access

app and view

other staff changes. Carol Holdemess,formerwomen's

Director of

dryers

remaining

the Director and Associate

Life and

Chaplain Programs.
Spiritual
Hyre was announced as the new 0 RU

missions director.

© Oral Roberts University

on

time

on

Laundry
to

view

their floors

the washer

addition, students

their class schedules from the

upcoming

events.

Thousands rallied at the Oklahoma
State Capitol building during the third
day of a statewide education walkout
on April 4, 2018, in Oklahoma City.
Photo by Nate Billings

tOKlAHOMA

u::

ITEACHER STRIKE
From

April 2 to April 12, 2018, many Oklahoma
on strike,
hoping to force legislators

teachers went
to

consider their demands

to

improve school con

ditions and teacher benefits. Their demands
sisted of a

con

raise, $200 million for

$10,000 yearly
funding to be given out over three years,
a
repeal of the capital gains tax exemption, more
revenue for
public safety, healthcare and mental
health and a 5 percent cost-of-living increase for
retired teachers. After nine days of striking, the
teachers were able to achieve a $6,100 yearly raise,
with school support staff receiving a $1,250 raise,
education

as

well

come

as more revenue

from

for education which will

new taxes on

fuel, tobacco, gambling

and online sales.

THE LOST

IKINGDOM
Animal enthusiasts celebrated the

opening of the

Tulsa Zoo's
The Lost

long-awaited Lost Kingdom exhibit.
Kingdom was inspired by ancient Asian

cultures and became the home

to some

of Asia's

species, including Malayan tigers, snow
leopards, Chinese alligators, siamangs, binturongs
and Komodo dragons. New dining
options al
lowed guests to dine with the tigers at the George
Kaiser Family Foundation Raj an's as tigers
rarest

roamed above
tion

zoo

Tiger Bridge.

the Hille Founda
This offered guests of all ages
visitors

on

unique wildlife experiences.
Tulsans waited in antipication for the
new

exhibit,

Tigers among

now

housing Malayan

several other animals.
Photo by Nick Karvounis

© Oral Roberts University
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TULSA FLAG

IREDESIGN
The

new

Tulsa

flag was redesigned through a pri

vately-funded campaign. Tulsans voted for their
favorite design after a panel of judges narrowed
down the submissions
ers

chose the

designer

to three
options. Vot
Jordan
Winn, a graphic
design by

and Tulsa native. The

flag received
welcoming, but support grew over
time-however, the City Council has yet to of
ficially adopt the flag.
The new design pays tribute to Native Ameri
can culture with the dream catcher-like
symbol,
a

After

narrowing

down the

options,

Tulsans chose to adopt this flag
design to symbolize their Tulsa pride,

new

hesitant

and the

credit to the Art Deco culture.
The blue color represents the Arkansas
River,
the gold symbolizes the "black
gold" discovery in
1901 and the red honors those who died in the
star

is

a

Tulsa Race Riots.
© Oral Roberts University

Story: Hannah Fletcher

CHURCH SHOOTING
On

Sunday November 5,2017, a man entered
Baptist Church in Sutherland Springs,
Texas, with the intention of killing every congre
gation member inside. Devin Patrick Kelley,
armed with a rifle and a pistol, killed 26
people,
First

ages

ranging

from 17 months

77 years, and

to

injured 20 others. As he was leaving the church, a
local man confronted him,
leading to a high -speed
car chase. The shooter was
eventually found in his
car on

the side of the

gunshot

road, dead

wounds. This

worst mass

shooting

event

is

of self-inflicted

being called
history.

the

in Texas state

LAS VEGAS
CONCERT SHOOTING
On Oct. I, 2017, during country singer Jason
Aldean's show at the Highway 91 Music Festival

Vegas,

a man

opened

fire

on a

thousands of concertgoers from his
hotel room window. The shooter,

HURRICANE HARVEY
The

emergency flash flood warnings with
thousands of people forced from their homes.
Houston incurred an estimated $29.8 million
worth of

high-rise
Stephen

without

Houston's residents

to

from all walks

people

and relics of civil

war
against
soldiers
and
other
leaders
military battlefields,
that had long been normal sites. Anger and riots
sprouted up all over the U.S., culminating in cities
like New Orleans and Kansas City, where large

era

groups of people took to the streets. Some citizens
in the surrounding areas
flipped cars, burned
and
the
vandalized
statues in
buildings
protest.

On

April 21, 2017,

the first statue

came

down in

New Orleans when the Battle of

Liberty

taken away. Since
cities like Richmond and Salt Lake

then,

monument

was

together spending
the confederate

over a

30

City joined in,

million dollars

monuments

Place

over

from the

forced

Louisiana and weakened

tropical depression
August 29.

STATUE PROTESTS
statues

were

to remove

public eye.

-::

© Oral Roberts University

a

to

live

and limited food

electricity
for days as Harvey moved

on

Story: Sean Scoggin

�

damage, with over 130,000 homes
damaged or completely destroyed.

either

into

of life rallied

state

faced

people were shot dead and over 500
others injured, making this the deadliest mass
shooting in American history.

the nation,

on

in 40-52 inches

drenching
accompanied by wind speeds up to
130 miles per hour. Flooding overran cities in
southeast Texas, with Houston taking the brunt
of Harvey's force. As Harvey raged on, Houston

water

across

the

of rain

and

In cities

saw a

hurricanes

August 25,

crowd of

total of 58

as

category four hurricane. It hit Texas hard

after the attack. A

Paddock, committed suicide

of 2017

devastating amount
Harvey, Irma and Maria
carved their way through multiple states along
the U.S. coast and Puerto Rico.
Beginning as a
loomed
over
the horizon
tropical wave, Harvey
on
beginning
August 24, quickly building into
summer

of damage

a

Story: Hannah Fletcher

in Las

Story: Hannah Fletcher

on

Story:

Hannah Fletcher

MANHATTAN
TRUCK ATTACK BILLY

Heaven welcomed

On

Tuesday,

October 31, 2017,

rented truck into

cyclists

drove

a man

a

group of pedestrians and
in Manhattan, New York
City. The driver,

identified

a

Sayfullo

Habibullaevic

Saipov from
onto a bicycle path,
Uzbekistan,
killing eight people and injuring 11. Saipov then
crashed into a school bus, jumped out of the
vehicle and ran down the highway before
being
shot by a police officer at the scene.
According to
as

drove

over a

curb

article in The New York

Times, eyewitnesses
yelled, "Allahu Ackbar," Arabic for
"God is great," during the chaos, and a note was
found at the scene attributing the attack to ISIS,
a well-known terrorist
organization.
an

report he

®
©

g;ant;n

the faith In 2018.

February 21, Reverend Dr. Billy Graham
passed away at the age of 99. He was possibly
the most well-known American evangelist in the
20th Century. He was a dear friend to university
founder, Oral Roberts, and was the keynote speaker
at ORU's dedication
ceremony in 1965. Billy
Graham's crusades

spoke

to over

were

200 million

he

famous

worldwide,

people

in his lifetime. He

as

had met every representative of English royalty and
every U.S. president since Harry Truman. At his
death, Dr. Graham still held attendance records at

stadiums such

Soldier Field in Illinois, Olympic
Memorial Coliseum in California as well as the
as

Astrodome in Texas.

I

Radar image shows Hurricane Harvey
toward the Gulf of Mexico.
New York

a

On

I

(0

GRAHA�M

police officers take part

in

spinning

a

moment of silence to honor those killed in the

terrorist truck attack in Lower Manhattan.

Billy Graham, who was a close friend of Oral
Roberts, speaks at ORU. After Graham'S death,
ORU students took a moment of silence
to celebrate his life.

chapel

© Oral Roberts University

during
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Story:

Hannah Fletcher

TRUMP IN JAPAN
Beginning on November 5, 2017, President Donald
Trump embarked on a journey through Asia. He
began in Japan and spent two days interacting with the
country's Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe. They discussed
trade between their countries, as well as the escalating
situation with North Korea. Trump decided the US
would withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership,
a trade deal
signed by twelve countries during Barack
Obama's time as president. In addition, Abe decided
Japan would purchase military weapons and equipment
from the US, providing jobs for Americans and ensuring
the safety of Japanese citizens. During his time in
Japan, Trump also met with Japanese citizens whose
family members had been abducted by North Korean
agents over twenty years ago. These kidnappings were
reported to be part of a scheme to teach North Koreans
Japanese culture and language for use in espionage.
Story: Paige Ybarra

WORLD EARTHOUAKES
In 2017, two large earthquakes shook various
of Mexico. On Sept. 8, an 8.1

areas

magnitude earthquake
resulting in at least
61 deaths. Less than two weeks later, a 7.1
magnitude
earthquake hit near Mexico City on Sept. 19, causing
severe
damage to architecture and resulting in hundreds
struck the southern

coast

of Mexico

of deaths.
Story:

Hannah Fletcher

NORTH KOREA RELATIONS
relations between the United States and
North Korea had been rocky for a few years, but since

Diplomatic

his ascension into the Oval

taking steps
country's leader,
to

reach

Office, President Trump

was

of agreement with the
Kim Jong Un. The two countries had been
some

sort

organize a peace summit for much of2018, with
Trump vying for the complete denuclearization of North
Korea. While Kim Jong Un tentatively
agreed to this, it
was unsure whether he would
this
uphold
agreement. The
most recent
with
North
Korea between the US
meeting
trying

to

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and North Korea's Kim
Yong Chol resulted in the degradation of belief that North
Korea would surrender its

nukes, so

arization

hazy

Kim Jong Un and President Donald J. Trump
have a historic meeting at the Singapore summit.

© Oral Roberts University

negotiations

was

at

the future of denucle

best.

�

THE INSTAGRAM

ALGORITHM

The

FIDGET SPINNERS
the emergence of a
hand-held device: the fidget

2017

saw

new

type of

spinner.

This

small, seemingly simple three-pronged frisbee
took America

by

storm,

rising

to

instant fame from its

almost

ambiguous beginnings.
Mostly popular among children and young
adults, fidget spinners provided a way to
keep one's hands occupied in any setting.
Its function was simple-it spun, and that
was it.
Many retailers hopped on the fidget
spinner hype train, offering different shapes
and colors, and fidget spinner enthusiasts

t:�

�

amassed collections of the colorful toy.
© Oral Roberts University

widely popular social media platform
Instagram has been using an algorithm-rather
than a chronological feed-since 2016, but the
algorithm continued to evolve in 2017. The app
bases its algorithm on engagement, meaning users
only see the most relevant or interesting content.
Basically, this content is determined based on how
likely the user is to interact with it. Businesses,
influencers and other users were frustrated with
the algorithm, claiming the feed made it harder
to reach customers,
get their content seen by more
and

prevented some from seeing friends
family's posts. Their content would have to
be engaging and high quality
just to be seen by
other users. The algorithm continued to change in
mid-2018, making the feed more chronological
and allowing users to see more posts from friends
and family, though feeds were still based mainly
users

and

on

what the

user

likes and interacts with.

THE GREATEST

S H OW MA N

20th

Century Fox's "The Greatest Showman"
grossed $414 million worldwide, making it
the fifth-highest grossing live-action musical
of all time. In the movie, Hugh Jackman
plays
Phineas Taylor (PT.) Barnum, founder of
the Barnum and

Baily Circus. He is joined in
cast by Zac Efron,
Zendaya,
Michelle Williams, Rebecca
Ferguson and
Keala Settle. The underlying
struggle between
the circus members and
society reflects the
this star-studded

real-world

reaction.

Showman"

was

public, earning
weekend,

only

55%

it

was

While

beloved
$8.8

by

"The

movie-going
opening
by critics, receiving

million

shunned

Greatest

the

its

FIXER UPPER

After four years of a highly successful run on
the television series "Fixer Upper" ended

H_GTV, bittersweet

with

a

Since their

Rotten Tomatoes.

Original Song and receiving an Oscar
Original Song at the 90th
Academy Awards.
nomination for Best

Since the opening of Chip and
Joanna Gaines' Magnolia
Market at the Silos. TripAdvisor
named Waco. Texas. one of the
top travel destinations of 2018.

®

Children and young adults keep
entertained with a new sensa
tion-the fidget spinner.

©

Japanese red carpet premiere of

and

April 2018.
May 2013, the
Joanna Gaines

design empire. The Gaines'
company, Magnolia, began as a construction
business, and now includes the Magnolia Table
restaurant, Magnolia Home decor and furniture,
Magnolia Journal and most notably, the Magnolia
Silos in Waco, Texas. Despite their success, the
Gaines' strive to remain humble and
family
oriented. Only a few months before the "Fixer
Upper" finale, Chip and Joanna announced they
were
expecting their fifth baby, and in June, Crew
Gaines was welcomed into the family.

for Best

o

aired in

pilot episode
Chip

series' beloved hosts
have built a realty and

Regardless, the
"This
is
"A
Million
Dreams" and
Me,"
songs
"The Greatest Show" were huge successes, with
"This is Me" winning the Golden Globe Award
on

series finale in

Keala Settle is welcomed at the
"The Greatest Showman." Settle
received high praise for her work
in the film, particularly for her
performance of the award
winning song, "This is Me."
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Houston Astros baseball

players

walk onto the field during spring
training in West Palm Beach, Florida

®

Shaun White celebrates his
the men's snowboard final
at the 2018 Winter Olympics in

victory in

PyeongChang,

©
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South Korea

Some members of the San Francisco
during the National
Anthem before a game against the
Washington Redskins in Landover,
Maryland. Photo by Keith Allison.
4gers kneel

StOlY: Pierce Martin

WORLD SERIES
After 53 years in the league, the Houston Astros
won their first World Series in 2017
by beating
the LA

Dodgers

in

full of excitement,

Dodgers
cheered
close

at

seven

going

games. The series was
the full 7 games. The

game one 3-1, but Astros fans
the next game came nail-bitingly
7-6 and ended in a Houston
victory. By
won

as

game four, Houston fans were disheartened, as it
seemed their first franchise victory was slipping
away with a 6-2 loss, but were ultimately
reassured after yet another tantalizingly close

shootout in game five, the Astros winning 13-12.
By handily defeating the Dodgers 5-1 in game
seven, the

Astros closed

season-one

first franchise Series
American

out

a

that earned them

League

victory,

very successful
not
only their

but also their first

West win. The Astros made

their

city proud in light of Hurricane Harvey,
wearing "Houston Strong" patches on their
jerseys as they received their trophy.
Story: Sean Scoggin

THE FLYING TOMATO
Midway through week one of the 2018 Winter
Olympic Games in PyeongChang, South Korea,
American snowboarder Shaun White cemented
his title as the greatest snowboarder in history. He
used the final run of his

Olympic career to capture
the gold medal from Japanese snowboarder
Ayumu Hirano in the men's halfpipe, an event
White has

won

Story: Pierce Martin

MAYWEATHER
VS MCGREGOR
The

match between UFC

boxing

Lightweight
McGregor and undefeated
boxing champion Floyd Mayweather was highly
anticipated. McGregor is the first European
UFC fighter to earn two titles: lightweight and
featherweight. Mayweather, widely regarded
title-holder Connor

the greatest boxer of all time, has consecu
tively won 26 world-title fights, participating in
as

five

classes and

weight

earning

Millions of people looked

on as

15 world titles.
the combatants

fought through 10 rounds ending in a
for McGregor and a 50-0 record for the
40-year-old Mayweather.

defeat
retired

three of the six times it has been

Olympic event. Affectionately known as The
Flying Tomato for his red hair, White became
the record holder for the most gold medals in
snowboarding in Olympic and X Games history,
having seized his country's 100th gold medal in
its history in PyeongChang.

Story: Miqueas Barreiro

an

TAKING A KNEE
The 2017 NFL

players
as

on

season

various teams

racist actions

Originally,

most

was

marked

by several
they saw

protesting what

by police officers across America.
of the players sat or knelt during

the national

anthem, but after President Trump's
actions, the protests escalated,
three teams-the Pittsburgh Stee1ers,

criticism of these

and

Tennessee Titans and Seattle Seahawks-did
not

take

to

the field

at

all until after the anthem

had been

played. Some defended these actions
expression of free speech, citing the First
Amendment. However, many more, including a
large section of the NFL's fan base, saw this as
disrespectful to the nation and those who died
defending it. Several videos appeared on social
media of fans renouncing their teams because of
the protests, and television ratings dropped
signif
icantly during this time. Although the number of
protests eventually decreased, the NFL and its
as an

popularity has been
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slow

to recover.

Story: Miqueas Barreiro

Story:

Pauline Yoo

ALEXA SCAR E ��n�!�i�o�lY!���£��w�

March of 2018 may be remembered as the
beginning of humanities' end by robotic

genocide-at least, according to many owners
of Amazon's Alexa devices. Reports flooded the
internet of Alexa randomly and eerily laughing
without any prompt. Amazon was swift to
respond, citing a glitch that may have caused

Alexa

to

mishear commands

conversation.

or

The company quickly adjusted the
programming
so this would not
happen. While many on social
media try

drawing parallels between this and
"Space Odyssey: 2001," ''iRobot'' or other sci-fi
stories,

most

experts say this is just another sign

that chat-bots and Al
as

most

of the

are

public likes

not as
to

fully developed

believe.

UPHONE X

Apple

released

iPhone

family,

its

addition

newest

the iPhone

X,

to

November

on

3, 2017. Pronounced "iPhone 10," the
featured many

improvements

among them

vivid colors. Wireless

over

OLED

model,
resolution, impressive aspect
an

the

the

self-driving
there

as

in

charging

was

to

a

implemented

a

features

to

allow

access

in

scans

place

some

its

rear-facing camera setup
12-Megapixel lenses like the

cars can

overall,

it became the

mobile

phone market.

next

touch the wheel.

lulled into

a state

catch

lead

Driving
overly trusting autonomous
people forgetting how to drive,

said
to

a

skill. He

was

in favor of

monitoring, as he
also believed the driver's attention should be on
task. On the contrary, President and CEO of the
National Safety Council Deborah Hershman
said automated vehicles will be

she said the driver
attention.

phone

more

dual

iPhone 7-but
in the
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a

huge

90 percent of crashes

game changer,
result from human
as

users' facial

Apple

to

driver education and driver

predecessor

step for

to

are

basically wasting

also made

utilized

have

founder of the Human

of the familiar

components with its

humans

Roy, a
Association,

home button and Touch ID. The iPhone X did

share

never

attorney who

Apple lineup
glass back cover. Apple also
new
technology in the iPhone
ID, which

human will

Alex

return to a

X called Face

a

and fail

available for the first time in the
due

TechRepublic,

of security
an
McPherson,
Jim
problems,"
studies autonomous vehicles, said.

more

previous

and

to

As of 2018, the self-driving car was around
level three. "The better the automation gets, the

display, greater
ratio

According

cars.

five levels of autonomy with self-driving
cars. With level five, the car is
fully autonomous,
are

error.

must

However,
still pay

Story:

SOPHIA ROBOT

S.,,'�M.","

EL 0 N M U S K

Elon Musk became

a well-known
celebrity by 2018.
The billionaire entrepreneur extraordinaire was
largely hailed as a real-life Tony Stark equivalent, and
advancements made by Musk's private

spaceflight

company, SpaceX, have done much to bolster this
image. On February 6, 2018, SpaceX launched a test

flight of Falcon Heavy, a rocket capable of delivering
the largest payload of any
currently active rocket, into
orbit-a payload including an
interesting passenger
during the demonstration. ''Apparently, there is a car
in orbit around

earth," Musk said on Twitter. The
Tesla roadster, complete with a
"Starman" marmequin in the driver's seat and
"Space
car was

Musk's

own

Oddity" by David Bowie as background music.
"Don't Panic" lit up the
navigation screen, as the
payload capsule lit its boosters for a second and final
time, sending both
orbit and into

an

and passenger beyond Mars'
elliptical path around the sun.
car

After

watching earth being captured by artificial
as
Robot" and
intelligent robots in
:'
1
,
movies"such
''Avengers: Age of Ultron, one might say these
are
merely films. Yet, could robots such as the
Terminator become a reailty? Meet Sophia, the
world's first robot who earned the Saudi Arabia

citizenship

on

©

The iPhone X
2017.

was

October 25, 2017. She has very
expressions and human-like

facial

convincing
features, complete

with brown eyes, eyelashes
looking skin. "I am very honored

and

baby-soft
proud of this unique distinction," Sophia
said during the Future Investment Initiative
Conference in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. "This is
and

historical
be

to

be the first robot in the world

recognized

with

This

to

citizenship."
Sophia
by people at Hanson Robotics,
with AI developer David Hanson at the wheel,
according to Forbes. Hanson claims AI robots
can be liked
by humans, contrary to the belief
that any robots that look like humans will
trigger
disgust in people.
robot

was

created

Sophia the robot presents at the Discovery
2018 Conference at Ontario Centres of
Excellence.

®

Pauline Yoo

released

on

November 3,

Mere minutes after successfully launching the Falcon Heavy rocket on the first try,
SpaceX was live streaming footage from the
Tesla Roadster it released into space. Photo
provided by Peter Thoeny.
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INTHE BEGINNING,WHEN GOD CREATED THE

UNIVERSE,

THE EARTH WAS FORMLESS AND DESOLATE.
THE RAGING OCEAN THAT COVERED

EVERYTHING WAS ENGULFED IN TOTAL

DARKNESS,

AND THE SPIRIT OF GOD WAS
MOVING OVER THE WATER.

THEN GOD COMMANDED,

"LETTHERE
BE LIGHT"
-AND

LIGHT APPEARED.

GOD

WAS

PLEASED WITH WHAT HE SAW THEN HE
SEPARATED THE LIGHT FROM THE

DARKNESS, AND HE NAMED THE LIGHT
"DAY" ANDTHE DARKNESS "NIGHT"
EVENING PASSED AND MORNING CAME
THAT WAS THE FIRST DAY

GENESIS 1:1-5

(GNT)
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Just

as

the

four

seasons come

and ;go each year, another sea
son at Oral Roberts
University
has been completed. This year

of expectation, a
by countless mo
of alignment with the

W:'{l;S a season

til1l'U� marked
ments

Father. As

look back, may
we recognize these sacred mo
ments, and in each season to

come, may

we

we

encounter

discoveries, find

new

new

rhythms

and learn what it means to stay
in alignment with the Creator.
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perihelion

Definition:
nearest to

(Noun) Astronomy,

the

point in

a

path

of a celestial

body

sun.

(Noun) Spirituality,
•

the

the

point closest

to

Christ.

•

mtsston

The mission of the
lives of the

theme

Perihelion,

Oral Roberts

University,
people connected to

Align-Definition: (Verb)
relative

the student-led annual

publication

of

capture God's work within each of the

is to

put

the

university.

(things)

positions. (Verb) give support

into correct

to

or

appropriate

(a person, organization

or

cause).

content

All

content was

and

contributing writers.

written, produced and edited by the Perihelion staff
Content in the book

editors-in-chief and executive staff. Editorial

was

determined

content

does

by

the

not neces

sarily reflect the views of the university. The Perihelion is student-pro
duced and is published as a historical record of
university life
.

•

images

The

images

and

tion of outside

graphics

featured in the

submissions,

is

wholly the

and illustrators

raphers, designers

Perihelion, with

the excep

original work of the

employed by

photog

Student Publications

and Media. Nikon and Canon DSLR

cameras and flash units were
combination of Nikon and Canon lenses. Some
photog
chose to use their personal equipment. The
were

used, with

raphers

typography

a

Lightroom

Body copy is

10-point Adobe

in

set

and

Photoshop.
Caslon Pro with

12-point lead

ing. Headlines are set in a combination of Univers LT Std Ultra
Condensed, Light Condensed and Regular Condensed. Folios and
subtitles

are

set

in

in Univers LT Std

construction

photographs

edited with Adobe

Utopia Caption Italic. Bylines
Light Condensed 6pt.

and

captions

are

set

The 2018 Perihelion was

produced by the yearbook staff at Oral Rob
a size nine, 9" x 12"
University Tulsa,
publica
tion. The cover features a custom debossed
design on the spine as well
in

erts

as

Oklahoma. It is

front and back lids with black silkscreen ink, clear varnish and silver
applied to the Silktouch Black base material. The cover board

foil
is

145-point weight. The end sheets were printed in four-color and
feature stock imagery. The yearbook contains 240
pages printed on a
Heidelberg offset press in CMYK inks on 100# gloss paper stock. Its
15 signatures were sewn together and finished with
bind
squareback

ing. Herffjones Yearbooks produced 1700 total copies of this publica
tion at their Edwardsville, Kansas
printing plant. HJ Sales Represen
tative Kris
were

Hooper and

honored

to

Customer Service Adviser Chris Drummond

assist in the
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yearbook's production.
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